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SHOW ME AROUND 
YOUR CITY 



This book is an eGuide to European cities 
prepared by the groups of students involved in 
the eTwinning project SHOW ME AROUND 
YOUR CITY in the school year 2015/16 

The project’s founders and leaders were: 

Katarzyna Lenarczyk from Warsaw, Poland 
Yasin Kaplan from Afyonkarahisar, Turkey 



The main objective of the project was to show our city to 
the partners - to show and explain what it is like and 
what it is like to live there. All the cities have more or 
less the same function: to make it possible for a group of 
people to live together and to secure their well-being. 
That requires some facilities such as public transport, but 
also schools, sport facilities. Also, the public space has to 
be arranged in a friendly way so that the inhabitants feel 
safe and are willing to interact socially. By doing this 
project we wanted to capture different aspects of urban 
life and share them with the others. The participants of 
the project shared their experiences of living in their 
cities so as to give the others an insight into how it feels 
to live there. We were not interested in copying popular 
tourist guides. Our project was meant to be much more 
personal. The final result of the project is this personal 
eGuide to participant cities. 
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Abrud, Romania 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 

Abrud (Latin: Abruttus; Hungarian: Abrudbánya;  
German: Großschlatten) is located within the Western 
Carpathians, in the center of the Apuseni Mountains. It is 
a small town in   Transylvania, Romania, on the river 
Abrud. 

The locality was founded by the  Romans, with the name 
of "Abruttus" (Terra Abruth) and it was the place where a 
small fortification was built that was part of the defence 
system of the   gold mines nearby, in "Alburnus Maior" , 
nowadays, Rosia Montan . 

The town has a rich history, there are some old churches 
and some historical buildings. 

Abrud gained town status in 1427, during the Middle 
Ages. Nowadays, it is a little town, situated at an altitude 
of 640 m, with a rich and old history (more than 2000 
years) with traditions in non ferrous metals working 
(gold, silver and copper.) 
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The following buildings are historical 
monuments : 

•   “Sfin!ii Apostoli” Church (18 th century) 
•  Romano-Catholic Church (14th - 18th century) 
•  House and gate  (19th century) 
•  Houses of some famous people in the area 

! ! ! 
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Abrud, The main square, 1927 

Abrud, 1931 
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HOW TO GET THERE 

You can travel by plane to Cluj- Napoca, which is 130 
km. away from Abrud, and then by car/ bus to 
Abrud. 

It can also be reached by train to Cluj- Napoca (130 
km) or Alba- Iulia (66km) or by bus from Bucharest, 
the capital of our country, to Abrud (daily) 

Nearest major towns: Alba Iulia (66km), Cluj- 
Napoca (130 km.), Deva (175 km.), Sibiu, Oradea 
(170 km.) 

! ! ! 
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HOW TO MOVE AROUND THE 
CITY 

As the town is pretty small, you can walk from one 
end of the town to the other in about an hour but 
there's a taxi to travel in the town and a bus station in 
the center of Abrud which can provide transport to 
all main cities. You can also used your motorbike, bike 
or your car. 

! ! ! 
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POPULAR SPORTS 
People in our town practise a wide range of sports, 
the most popular are: football, skiing, rugby, tennis 
etc. 

 This is part of the football team of the town The 
Future, Abrud. The picture was taken when we, the 
young football players, managed to win an 
international tournament with the participation of 
some teams from many countries. 
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Our School Tag Rugby team, successful in national 
competition 
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Our School Rugby team, national and international 
champion. 
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The students of our school are national and 
international champions- the cheerleading team. 
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As the town is situated in the mountains, skiing 
is a popular sport in Abrud. 

There is a ski club and some famous skiers, also 
national and international champions. 
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NATURAL LANDMARK 

‘Detunatele’ is a unique natural reservation of 
basalt columns 

This is a protected area that includes two peaks 
that are 1km one from the other: Detunata Goala 
and Detunata Flocoasa. 

Detunatele are one of the major tourist 
attractions in the region. The two rocks are 
located one kilometer and a half away from each 
other. Detunata Goala, scarcely covered in 
vegetation and Detunata Flocoasa, with lots of 
vegetation have the form of humps located near 
the village Bucium. Detunatele are some columns 
of basalt, resembling to some huge natural pipe 
organs, which we can admire near Abrud. 

Detunatele 
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Detunata Goala is a natural geologic reservation and a 
tourist attraction of great interest due to these 
prismatic columns that you can find in very few 
places inthe world. 
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ONE DAY TRIP 
If you want to visit the town you can see the 
historical places in the town but you should also see 
the the landscape in the neighbourhood which is 
absolutely magnificent. 

T ul Brazilor is  a man made lake, where you can spend 
your time boating, swimming, fishing or having a 
barbecue 

T ul Brazilor  
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Poiana narciselor, The Daffodil Glade- a nature reserve 
from Negrileasa, a field of daffodils, a protected area 
since 1995. It`s a 45 hectares reservation. 

Poiana narciselor 
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LOCAL CUISINE 

Romanian hospitality is well-known worldwide. The 
touristic guesthouses and villas in Abrud or nearby are 
famous for the warmth with which visitors are 
welcomed, being the best opportunity to taste 
delicious traditional dishes accompanied by wine, 
brandy, liqueurs homemade by the hosts. 

! ! ! 
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There is no traditional meal without Sarmale. Usually 
prepared during winter time and Christmas holidays, 
Sarmale is a dish made of rolled minced meat (pork 
usually) mixed with rice and herbs and covered in 
cabbage leaves. It is usually accompanied by Mamaliga 
(or Mamaliguta) - polenta made of boiled corn flour, as 
well as by hot peppers and sour cream. 

Mamaliga with 
cheese and pork 

Mamaliga 
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Traditional plum brandy - Tzuica (Palinka) 

Traditional spirit made from the distillation of 
plums. Its stronger alternative is Palinca (Palinka), 
distilled twice and made from different sorts of 
fruits. 
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Tripe Soup (Ciorba de burta) 

Yellowish, spicy (pepper and chili), sour 
(vinegar dressing), you’ll love or hate the Tripe 
soup. 
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Grilled Meat Rolls (Mici, Mititei) – 
Romanian Traditional Fast-food Concept 

Spicy minced meat, rolled (the legend says the first 
Mici were in fact sausage fillings without skin), grilled 
on the barbecue – the smoke is a must for the final 
taste! You have to eat them with mustard and fresh 
bread roll. 
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A SONG ABOUT THE TOWN 

!arina de la Abrud 

- a traditional Romanian folk song and dance from Abrud 

To listen go to:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4ABiU-_7y8 

! ! ! 
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LEGENDS ABOUT THE 
TOWN  / NEIGHBOURHOOD 

stroke by lightning) are two peaks that stand out thanks 
to the hexagonal prism shaped granite basalt columns, 
1,258 meters tall. 

 Unique in Europe, they remember of giants and 
fairies stories. Locals tell that long time ago, between 
Detunata Goala (1,168meters) and Detunata Flocoasa 
(1,265meters) there was a fairy tale, a forbidden love, 
thus they were punished and transformed into stones 
forever. 

 Another legend speaks of a greedy king with a great 
treasure hidden under the stone so the thieves won’t find 
it. After hundreds of years, the Devil has found about the 
hidden treasure under the stone and began digging, eager 
to get rich. Furious because he didn’t find anything, with 
a lightning, he suddenly split the stone in two formations, 
visible today. 

Detunatele 
 The Granite columns 

(‘Detunatele’) are a natural 
reservation located in Bucium, 
near Abrud.‘Detunatele’ (means 
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The Daffodil Glade 

They say that in the old times, there was a Magic bird 
that flew one a year from far away to the mountains in 
order to announce the feasts of the year: once, it 
stopped at the Negrileasa meadow, at sunset, to rest 
after the tiring flight. It was the time when the 
sheperds were preparing dinner, around the fire and 
one of them, an older one, saw the bird and called his 
friends to catch it, so that they can use its feathers to 
decorate the hats. The Magic bird, being very tired, 
waited for the shepherds to come close to her and 
spoke wisely, using words they could understand: 

„I know you want to take my life, for my feathers, to 
use them for your hats, but if you will spare me, I shall 
fill these glades with my feathers and they will rise 
more beautiful every year, so that you and your 
children and nephews shall have the adornment of my 
feathers”. 
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Hearing those wonderful words, the 
shepherds spared the bird`s life. She flew 
away and stopped only to The Hen Mountain. 
She did not forget to shake off the magic 
feathers, so that, to this day, in these glades, 
you can find the beautiful daffodils each 
summer. 
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Afyonkarahisar, Turkey 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 
These photos are Afyonkarahısar's. Its name comes from 
thıs bıg hıstorıcal castle as you see ın the pıcture above. 
Hısar means Castle ın Englısh. It ıs ın the mıddle of Turkey 
and has a 245000 populatıon.  
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Natural Hot Sprıng Water ıs very ımportant ıncome 
for Afyonkarahısar and there are a lot of bıg fıve-star 
hotels. Every year a lot of tourısts come here to have 
turkısh bath and stay ın these hotels. 
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The photos above are from Cay. Its populatıon ıs 
25000 and people eanr theır lıfe by agrıculture and  
farmıng.  Cherry is the most popular  agrıcultural 
product and every year a Cherry Festıval ıs 
organızed.There are 12 schools,a bıg hospıtal and 
many shoppıng center. People are very frıendly and 
nıce. 

Çay 
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And Turkısh Marble.It is imported to abroad and very 
ımprotant. 
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SPECIALITIES OF THE LOCAL 
CUISINE 

Afyonkarahısar is famous 
for ıts Turkısh Delıght. 

Another famous thıng ın Afyon ıs Sausage. 
It ıs very tasty. 
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Bodrum, Turkey 
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More information about Bodrum is to find on the project’s 
TwinSpace: 

https://twinspace.etwinning.net/18177/pages/page/102104 
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Bucharest, Romania 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 
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Romanian Olympic and Sports Committee 
& Sport Museum 

The Romanian Olympic and Sports Committee is in 
the same building as the Sports museum. The 
Romanian Olympic and Sports Committee was 
established in 1914 as the Romanian Olympic 
Committee, this is an autonomous unit with legal 
personality, which operates in the Olympic Charter. 
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HOW TO GET THERE 
Will you guess what it is? 

I decided to take a photo of a plane that had just taken off 
from the airport. I preferred to have the photo shooting late 
in the evening because I can only see the lights and the shape 
of the plane. In this way I can imagine whatever I want about 
the picture. For example, in this image, I imagine the plane 
being a big shark on the sky trying to eat a delicate star. The 
lights of the plane make me think that the shark is swimming 
between fire balls and the right side engine is like a hunting 
tool of the shark.I am very glad that I have captured the 
wheels of the plane because I have not seen often this in other 
pictures. 

by Daria Vicol 
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HOW TO MOVE AROUND THE 
CITY 
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This is a ticket (an old one) that 
you use to travel by bus. 

This is a photo with a taxi 
from Romania. The taxi is 
a very common public 
transport in this country. 
Is a very good transport if 
you don’t want to go by 
bus or train. I prefer the 
taxi because it’s simpler, 
faster and it doesn’t have 
expensive routes to arrive 
home. 
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STRANGE BUILDINGS 

My name is Maria and this is a wonderful picture taken 
by my friend Jasmine and me. This is a beautiful house 
but it is a bit different from others. Can you see that? If 
you want to visit it, it is in Bucharest Trifesti Street. I 
think you will have a great time taking photos of this 
magnificient house! In our opinion this house is fantastic. 
Do you agree? 
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SPORT 
CSA Steaua (sport club) 

colors: red and 
blue. Fencers train 
on strips (those 
long metalic pistes 
on the ground) and 
we connect our 
body wires with the 
rears attached to 
the ceiling.  

This is the CSA 
Steaua Team. We are 
selected by our 
trainers to represent 
this team. I 
thoroughly believe it 
is the best. I love it.  

This picture represents my second home, the CSA Steaua 
fencing hall. It has recently been redecorated in our beloved  
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WILDLIFE 

The morning is the best 
time of the day for you 
to enjoy the sweet 
sunshine in the park. 
The dew sparkles on 
the flowers and leaves. 
The sky is so blue and 
clear! The park is quiet 
you can hear the birds 
beautiful singing in the 
trees. After the rain  

 everything seams to"  bloom. The last thing you want to 
do is leave. So take your time and enjoy the freedom.  

Nature, could it be more beautiful? The animals, flowers, 
trees and the fresh air are perfect for freeing your mind 
and for lack of inspiration! You can do many activities 
outdoors like: running, playing different sports or just for 
a slow but still well-deserved walk. We all enjoy some 
fresh air after the long hours inside. Open up your eyes 
and look around at this beautiful world.  
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ONE DAY TRIP 
Buftea 

Buftea os near Bucharest. This bus has three doors and like fifty 
chairs where you can seat. This kind of buses have usually the 
emblem of this coty. There are two kinds of buses. The large 
ones and the small ones, both of them have athe white colour. I 
took this picture while I was going to basketball training and my 
mom went to the gas station, there I saw this bus that stops at 
the bus station. This bus has twenty bus stations from Buftea to 
Bucharest and from Bucharest to Buftea. This tour takes forty 
minutes from Buftea to Bucharest. I recommend this public bus 
and this city and I hope you will like it too. 

This picture is about a bus, a 
very beautiful one and a 
clean one. This bus goea 
from Bucharest, the capital 
of Romania, to Buftea. This 
city is very beautiful and 
good for children because it 
has a lot of playgrounds. 
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LOCAL CUISINE 

The Romanian cuisine, though often criticized for 
disregarding the principles of healthy nutrition, given 
the extensive use of fat, salt and forcemeat, is, without a 
doubt, simply DELICIOUS!!The heartiness 
characteristic of the traditional dishes reflects the 
hedonistic drive of the Romanian people in relation to 
their daily bites. There are plenty of foreigninfluence  
which have shaped, in time, the identity of Romanian 
cousin, the Greeks, the Turks, the Russian, the 
Bulgarians and the Hungarians have all contributed to 
the formation of what we call today the traditional dishes 
of Romania.However, in order to sample the genuine 
tastes and flavors of this strangely vigorous and 
mouthwatering gastronomy, visitors should definitely 
head for the regions where, by means of the rural 
tourism, they can get a delightful insight into the secrets 
of the Romanian cuisine and of its produces.  
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On the other hand, in Bucharest there are plenty of 
eateries where a foreigner’s culinary curiosity can be 
rewardingly satisfied. On top of the traditional delights 
one can indulge in trying, tourists, if not in the mood 
for gastronomic experiments, might just as well confine 
to the routine of their daily culinary preferences, since 
the city is replete with restaurants where the 
international cuisine is duly honored, with an emphasis 
on the French, Italian, Chinese, Indian and American 
specialties. 

 The top 5 restaurants with specific cusine also includes: 

1 crama domneasca (no. 13- 15 ,Selari street. ) 
2.La Cocosatu’(Neagoe Voda street)                                   

3.Hanul Manuc4.Restaurant Herastrau                         
5.Restaurant doi cocosi 
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Romanian traditional dishes 

salt and pepper. They can be eaten as such or marinated in 
tomato sauce with mashed potatoes or rice as side dish. 
Most of the time, they are made of pork, but variations 
refer to beef or chicken meatballs. 

Chiftele 
Chiftele (plural of chiftea) are 
defined as large fried meatballs 
generously spiced with garlic and 
traditional herbs  (dill, parsley),   

easily notice the popularity of this dish while strolling 
around in Bucharest, since ranging from low-key eateries, 
stalls in the open-air markets to the upmarket restaurants 
of Bucharest, all the eating venues feature mititei on their 
menus. Mititei are usually eaten generously dipped in 
mustard and with bread loafs. Briefly put, a simple yet 
rewarding specialty not to be missed out by tourists with 
a strong appetite. 

Mititei 
Made of a mix of minced pork, 
beef and lamb, mititei are the 
favorite grilled rolls of the 
Romanian people. Tourists can 
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Toba is a specialty traditionally 
prepared during the Christmas 
holiday season. It is a mix of 
pig’s organs, pig skin, ears, fat 

Toba 

and aspic, wrapped in a pig’s own stomach and then 
simmered. The product is then left to dry and served with 
mustard, pickles or in sundry other combinations. 

Tochitura is, it too, 
traditionally prepared for 
Christmas. It is, perhaps, one 
of the most outrageous 
Romanian specialties, at least 

Tochitura 

from the point of view of a faddy nutritionist. It consists of 
the meat of a freshly slaughtered pig (occasionally, sundry 
organs can also be added), fried in a pan in the pig’s own 
fat. It is often eaten with fried eggs, grated telemea (salted 
cheese), fried sausages and m m lig . Pickles are strongly 
recommended. 
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cooked in the oven. It contains a mix of pre-boiled lamb 
organs, onion and herbs, occasionally whole hard-boiled eggs. 
Sundry vegetable or dips can be used as side dish. 

Drob 
Drob is an Easter dish, best 
described as lamb haggis but, 
instead of being simmered, it is 

The stuffed bell peppers are 
very similar to sarmale, 
meaning the filling is 
approximately the same. The 

Sarmale 
Sarmale are stuffed cabbage rolls. 
The filling consists of forcemeat 
(though vegetarian sarmale are an 
option too), and instead of 
cabbage for the rolls, one can always use grapevine leaves or 
even dock leaves. In order to eat sarmale by the book, 
tourists are advised to order m m lig  and cream. 

Ardei umpluti  

only difference refers to the wrap: instead of cabbage, we 
speak of bell peppers. 
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Zacusca is a mix of eggplant, 
zucchini, onion, tomatoes, 
mushrooms and bell peppers. 
It is usually consumed spread 

Zacusca 

on bead loaves, and it is a relief for vegetarians who 
look for an option into the secrets of the Romanian 
cuisine. Zacusca can be eaten fresh, right after cooking, 
or it can be canned and eaten virtually all the year 
round. 

in Romanian). Most often, ciorba contains a mix of 
vegetables (potatoes, tomatoes, carrots, onions, celery, 
peppers) and herbs, and, depending on what kind of 
ciorba we speak of, it also contains beans, meat (pork, 
chicken or beef), fish, rice, and the so-called t ie ei (a 
sort of traditional pasta made of heavy dough). Ciorba 
de burt  (tripe soup) is, though pretty different in 
cooking from the general recipe described above, one of 
the locals’ favorites. It is served with garlic sauce, cream 
and vinegar. 

Ciorba 
Ciorba is a general term which 
covers a large range of soups 
soured with lemon juice, vinegar 
or, more commonly, borsch (bor  
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It can be made of fish, chicken, or beef, but more 
commonly of pork, and seasoned with vegetables and 
heavily spiced with garlic. The meat is boiled in 
water, and the produce is left to jellify while kept at a 
low temperature. 

R citura (piftie)  

R citura (piftie) R citura, 
also called piftie, is, it too, 
prepared as a rule during 
the winter holiday season.   

Brine which gives the special flavor of this dish. Besides 
salt and water, the brine is enriched with tomato sauce 
and seasoned with pepper and aromatic herbs (most 
commonly thyme and basil). Tourists are advised to eat 
saramura with m m lig , since locals too do the same. 

Saramura 
Saramura is a fish 
specialty consisting of 
grilled or fried fish left to 
marinate in a brine-based 
sauce. It is precisely  the 
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Romanian traditional desserts 

it is enriched with grated lemon or orange peel, raisins, 
Turkish delight (rahat, in Romanian), cocoa filling and nuts. 
Traditionally, is it prepared for Christmas and Easter. 

Cozonac 
Cozonac Cozonac is a sort of sweet 
bread made of leavened dough.  It is 
delicately flavoredwith vanilla or 
rum, and for some extra thrill, it is 

in the Turkish cuisine, but given its popularity to the 
Romanian people, it can be sampled as a local specialty. 
Baklava is made of filo pastry filled with nuts and sunken in a 
rich honey or syrup sauce. 

Baklava  
Baklava Tourists with an inquisitive 
sweet tooth can always find a relief 
in tasting a lavish baklava dessert. 
It’s true this dessert is originated  

Cooked and eaten only on March the 
9th, when the Romanians celebrate 
the 40 Martyrs holiday, mucenici 

Mucenici  

consist of leavened and cooked (or boiled) sweet dough 
glazed with honey and nuts. The dessert is shaped such as 
to resemble to figure 8, which is worth noting. 
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Romanian traditional beverages and wines 

it does boast of several high quality wines. Either red or 
white, the Romanian wines can very well accompany a 
hearty meal at one of the chic restaurants of Bucharest. The 
so-called Feteasc , T mâioas  and Gras  are the most 
advisable. However, the best eateries of Bucharest always 
welcome clients with fine selections of internationally 
reputed wines. 

Wines 
Romania is a major wine 
producer and, though not as 
reputed as the wine regions in 
France or Italy,  for that matter, 

uica is best defined as a plum brandy 
traditionally produced in Romania for 
centuries. It is a liquor largely consumed by 
the locals who, apparently, have developed a 

uica 

bewildering tolerance to the high alcohol concentration of 
this beverage. Foreigners, however, are advised to drink in 
moderation. Regional versions of uica refer to palinca (in 
Transylvania), rachiu, libovi  and sec ric . Vi inata is yet 
another alcoholic specialty, made of rachiu, cherries and 
sugar. The homemade vi inata guarantees the authenticity 
of the traditional recipe. 55 



a significant alcohol concentration, but, all in all, it is a 
refreshing unique beverage one should not overlook 
when searching out the hidden corners of the Romanian 
cuisine. 

Socata 
Socata is a sweet soft drink 
made of elderberry 
inflorescence, water, sugar 
an yeast. If left too much to 
ferment, it can develop  

brands. Reputed national brands refer to Ursus, 
Timi oreana, Silva and Bergenbeer, just to list a few. 
However, while exploring the scene of the local restaurants 
and bars, visitors should definitely check out the home-
brewed beers of the respective venues. 

Beer  
There are several Romanian 
beer brands curious tourists 
can try out, though, as a rule, 
they do not rise to the 
popularity of the international   
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Bursa, Turkey 
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Bursa city 

 Bursa (historically also known as Prussa, Greek: 
Προ σα, and later as Brusa) is a city in 
northwestern Turkey and the seat of Bursa Province. 
With a population of 1,562,828 (2007), it is Turkey's 
fourth largest city, as well as one of the most 
industrialized and culturally charged metropolitan 
centers in the country. 

The city is frequently cited as "Ye il Bursa" (meaning 
"Green Bursa") in a reference to the beautiful parks and 
gardens located across its urban tissue, as well as to the 
vast forests in rich variety that extend in its surrounding 
region. The city is synonymous with the mountain 
Uluda  which towers behind the city core and which is 
also a famous ski resort. The mausoleums of early 
Ottoman sultans are located in Bursa and the numerous 
edifices built throughout the Ottoman period constitute 
the city's main landmarks. The surrounding fertile plain, 
its thermal baths, several interesting museums, notably a 
rich museum of archaeology, and a rather orderly urban 
growth are further principal elements that complete 
Bursa's overall picture. 
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Karagöz and Hacivat shadow play characters were 
historic personalities who lived and are buried in 
Bursa. Bursa is also home to some of the most 
famous Turkish dishes, especially candied chestnuts 
and skender kebap. Its peaches are also well-
renowned. Among its depending district centers, 
znik, historic Nicaea, is especially notable for its 

long history and important edifices. Bursa is home 
to Uluda  University, and its population attains 
one of the highest overall levels of education in 
Turkey. It has traditionally been a pole of attraction 
and of refuge for immigration into Turkey from the 
Balkans, in sizable waves at times until quite 
recently. 

! ! ! 
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History 

 The earliest known site at this location was Cius, 
which Philip V of Macedonia granted to the Bithynian 
king Prusias I in 202 BC, for his help against 
Pergamum and Heraclea Pontica (modern Karadeniz 
Ere li). Prusias renamed the city after himself, as 
Prusa. 

It was later a major city, located on the westernmost 
end of the famous Silk Road, and was the capital of the 
Ottoman Empire following its capture from the 
shrinking Byzantine Empire in 1326. The capture of 
Edirne in 1365 brought that city to the fore as well, 
but Bursa remained an important administrative and 
commercial center even after it lost its status as the 
sole capital. Sortly after it was taken by the Ottomans 
they developed a school of theology at Bursa. This 
school attracted Muslim schoolars from throughout 
the Middle East and continued to function after the 
capital had been moved elsewhere. 
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During the Ottoman rule, Bursa was the source of 
most royal silk products. Aside from the local 
production, it imported raw silk from Iran, and 
occasionally China, and was the 'factory' for the 
kaftans, pillows, embroidery and other silk products 
for the royal palaces up through the 17th century. 
Another traditional occupation is knife making and, 
historically, horse carriage building. Nowadays one 
can still find hand-made knives as well as other 
products in rich variety produced by artisans, but 
instead of carriages, there is a big automobile 
industry. 

Bursa sits on a geologic fault like most of Turkey. The 
city was partially leveled by strong earthquakes 
coupled with fires and was rebuilt after each time. 
The last devastating earthquake occurred in 1885. 

! ! ! 
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Economy 

Bursa is the toe of Turkey's automobile industry. 
FIAT and Renault have for decades had important 
production units in Bursa. The textile and food 
industries are equally strong, and Coca Cola, 
Pepsi Cola, and other beverages brands, as well as 
fresh and canned food industries are present in 
the city's organized industrial zones. 

Traditionally, Bursa was famous for its fertile soil 
and agricultural activities, both of which are 
decreasing due to the heavy industrialization of 
the city. 

Bursa is also a major tourist center: One of the 
best ski resorts of Turkey is located at Uluda  just 
next to city proper. Its thermal baths have been 
used for therapeutical purposes since Roman 
times. Apart from baths operated by hotels, 
Uluda  University has a physical therapy center 
which also makes use of thermal water. 
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Education 

 Uluda  University is located in Bursa and is a 
prominent university in Turkey's Marmara 
Region. It was founded in 1975, first under the 
name Bursa Üniversity, then re-named Uluda  
Üniversity in 1982. In the 2005-06 academic 
year, the university had a student body of 
47,000. 

! ! ! 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 
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Places of interest 
 A brief list of places of interest in and around Bursa is presented 
below. For a longer list, see Places of interest in Bursa. 

•  Irgandi covered 
bridge. 
•   Ye il Cami or the 
Green mosque 
•  Uluda  National Park 
•  Bursa city walls 
•  Hot springs; 
•  Çekirge 
•  Armutlu 
•  Oylat 
•  Gemlik 
•  Beaches; 
•  Armutlu 
•  Kumla 
•  Kur unlu 
•  Güzelyalı beach, 
Mudanya 
•  Palace and Hipogeum 
• Orhan Mosque and 
complex 
•  Muradiye complex 
•  Ye il complex 

•  Bayezid I Mosque and 
complex (külliye) 
•  Emir Sultan Mosque and 
complex (külliye 
•  Hüdavendigar complex 
•  Koca Sinan Pa a complex 
•  shak Pa a complex 
•  Bursa Grand Mosque 
•  Karacabey Grand Mosque 
•  Yıldırım Bazaar 

Museums; 
•  Bursa Archeology Museum 
•  Bursa City Museum 
•  Bursa Atatürk Museum 
•  Bursa Turkish Architecture 
Museum 
•  Islamic Works Museum 
•  Mudanya Armistice 
•  znik Museum 
•  Cumalıkızık village 
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Ulu Camii is the major mosque of Bursa and a 
landmark of early Ottoman architecture. It was built 
by Ali Neccar in 1396-1399, at Sultan Bayezid I's 
command. The mosque is large and rectangular, with 
twenty domes arranged in four rows of five supported 
by twelve columns. Supposedly twenty domes are 
built instead of twenty separate mosques that Sultan 
Bayezid I promised for winning the Battle of 
Nicopolis. It has two minarets. Inside the mosque 
there are 192 monumental wall inscriptions written 
by famous calligraphers. There is also a fountain 
( adırvan) inside the mosque where worshipers can 
perform ritual ablutions before prayer; the dome over 
the adırvan is capped by a skylight, creating a soft, 
serene light below. The story of the adırvan inside the 
mosque, which is unheard of, that the land belong to 
an old lady who objected to her store taken by 
padi ah. Because consent is not given for the piece of 
land, prayer cannot be conducted on it thus a adırvan 
is built. Architecturally adırvan helps to have light 
inside the mosque that is big. 

Ulu Camii (The Great Mosque) 
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The horizontally spacious and dimly lit interior is 
designed to feel peaceful and contemplative. The 
subdivisions of space formed by multiple domes 
and pillars create a sense of privacy and even 
intimacy. This atmosphere contrasts with later 
Ottoman mosques (see for example the work of 
Süleyman I's chief architect Sinan). These later 
mosques have increasingly elevated central 
domes, which create a vertical emphasis that is 
intended to be more overwhelming, in order to 
convey the power and majesty of the Ottoman 
Empire. It is a beautiful piece of architecture. 

! ! ! 
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PEOPLE 
This is a list of notable residents of Bursa: 

•  Adnan enses- singer 
•  Ata Demirer- comedian 
•  Behice Boran- the leader of 
the socialist Workers Party of 
Turkey 
•  Burcu Kara- actress, model 
•  Celal Bayar- former Turkish 
president 
•  Emre A ık- international 
footballer 
•  Erdal Özya cılar- actor 
•  Erkan Can- actor 
•  JönTürk- rap sanatçısı 
•  Hamit are- olympic skier 
•  Hande Ataizi- actress 
•  Halil Ergün- actor 
•  lhan rem- singer 
•  Barikat- rap grubu 
•  Manolis Andronikos 
(1919-1992) Greek 
archaeologist 
•  Muazzez lmiye Çı - 
archaeologist 
•  Müzeyyen Senar - singer, 
state artist of Turkey 

• Nur Sürer- actress 
•  Olgun im ek- actor 
•  Özhan Canaydın- former 
basketball player, businessman 
and the current chairman of 
Galatasaray 
•  Pınar Kür- author 
•  Q d  Z da al-R m - 
astronomer and mathematician 
•  Sabiha Gökçen- the first 
Turkish female aviator and the 
first female combat pilot in the 
world 
•  Serdar Kurtulu - 
international footballer 
•  Sporus of Nicaea- Greek 
mathematician and astronomer 
•  Suzan Avcı- actress 
•  Tarık Tarcan- actor 
•  Vildan Atasever- actress 
•  Yıldırım Gürses- actor, 
composer 
•  Zeki Müren- wellknown 
singer, "sun of art" 
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Gaziantep, Turkey 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 

Gaziantep is one of the top destinations in Turkey's 
southeastern region. The historic old city here is full to 
the brim with restored Seljuk and Ottoman buildings, 
and is also home to a plethora of brilliant museums 
including this region's newest tourist attraction: the 
Gaziantep Zeugma Mosaic Museum. Despite all this 
sightseeing potential, many visitors come here solely 
for the food. The town is heralded across Turkey for 
producing the best baklava in the country, and there are 
approximately 200 pastry shops where you can dig into 
this famed Turkish sweet. 
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Gaziantep Zeugma Mosaic Museum 

The Gypsy Girl 
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Nezahat-Kemal Akınal Secondary School 
- our school 
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LOCAL MARKET 
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LOCAL CUISINE 

Famous baklava 
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Gualdo Tadino, Italy 
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HOW TO GET THERE 
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This is where we are in Italy 



by plane  

There are four airports where to land: 

1- Rome (A: Fiumicino airport/B: Ciampino airport) 
2- Perugia 
3- Ancona. 

From the airports: 

1A - From Rome-Fiumicino airport take the train to 
get to Termini station, then take a train on the track 
Rome-Ancona. After two hours you are in Gualdo 
Tadino.  
1B - From Rome-Ciampino there is another shuttle to 
Termini station. 

2- From Perugia: take the shuttle for the central bus 
station, then take the bus to Gualdo Tadino 

3- From Ancona: take the bus for the central bus 
station, then take the train to Gualdo Tadino on the 
track Ancona-Rome 
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The airports of Ancona, Perugia and Rome are the 
places where you can land to get here. Our town 
is not very far. 



by coach / car  

From the north of Italy: when you arrive in 
Bologna take the motorway to Ancona, then 
take the motorway for Rome. 

From the south of Italy: when you arrive in 
Rome take the motorway A1, at Orte go out 
from the motorway and take the Flaminia 
road (direction: Ancona). 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 

This is a collage where there are our festivals: the 
"Games of the Gates" in Gualdo, "the Barrels" in 
Costacciaro and "I Ceri" in Gubbio 
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1.  St. Benedict cathedral in the main square of Gualdo 
Tadino 

2.   One of the medieval gates  
3.  The Tower clock  
4.   The little amphitheatre and the museum of emigration  
5.  A typical narrow medieval street 
6.   A medieval house 
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1.  The town hall 
2.  The gryphon in the balcony  
3.  The little theatre of Talia  
4.  Typical stairs leading to the museum 
5.  Upper part of a town gate 
6.  Medieval house 
7.  The door of the death 
8 – 10 . Details of typical buildings 
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fountains 
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details 
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The public park 
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ermitage 
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The ermitage of the Franciscan friars. It's a beautiful 
and peaceful place where it is possible to relax and 
have a rest drinking the water of the spring 



COOL SHOPS FOR YOUNG 
PEOPLE 
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NATURAL LANDMARK 

THIS IS OUR MOUNTAIN. IT'S 1300 M. ON THE SEA 
LEVEL 
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Scheggia 

THIS IS A COUNTRY VILLAGE AROUND 
GUALDO 

ONE DAY TRIPS 
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Gubbio 
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1.  The Consoli Palace.  
2.  San Giovanni square.  
3.  Ranghiasci Park 
4.  These are the ruins of the Roman Theatre. 
5.   Panoramic view from the market square. 
6.   The statue of our patron, St. Ubaldo,  
7.  View from the mountain .  
8.  Looking for beautiful spots. 



SUNSETS 
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Istanbul, Turkey 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS  

Istanbul is an amazing city householding 
different cultures. Istanbul is located where 
Europe and Asia continents connected. Here 
are all the things you want to know about 
Istanbul, as known as Yedi Tepe (Seven Hills). 

! ! ! 
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Hagia Sophia (Ayasofya in Turkish) is a former Greek 
Orthodox Christian patriarchal basilica, later an 
imperial mosque, and now a museum in stanbul, 
Turkey. From the date of its construction in 537 until 
1453, it served as an Orthodox cathedral and seat of 
the Patriarch of Constantinople, except between 
1204 and 1261, when it was converted to a Roman 
Catholic cathedral under the Latin Empire. The 
building was a mosque from 29 May 1453 until 1931. 
It was then secularized and opened as a museum on 1 
February 1935. 

Hagia Sophia  
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Sultan Ahmed Mosque (Sultan Ahmet Camii) is a 
historic mosque in Istanbul, Turkey. It was built by 
Ahmed I.'s order in 17th century. It contains a 
Külliye, a bazaar, a Turkish bath, a fountain, and 
rooms for rent. Sultanahmet is the only mosque with 
six Minares. The mosque is popularly known as the 
Blue Mosque for the blue tiles adorning the walls of 
its interior. 

Sultan Ahmed Mosque  
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Entrance to the garden of Sultan Ahmed: 
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Topkapı Palace (Topkapı Sarayı) is a large palace in 
stanbul. That was one of the major residences of 

the Ottoman sultans for almost 400 years 
(1465-1856) of their 624-year reign. As well as a 
royal residence, the palace was a setting for state 
occasions and royal entertainments. It is now a 
museum and as such a major tourist attraction. It 
also contains important holy relics of the Muslim 
world, including Muhammed's cloak and sword. 

Topkapı Palace  

the front door of  Topkapi Palace 
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the small fountain in the 
garden of Topkapı Palace: 

Ottoman writings 

glazed tiles 
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Galata Tower (Galata Kulesi) is a medieval stone tower 
in the Galata / Karaköy quarter of Istanbul, Turkey, just 
to the north of the Golden Horn's junction with the 
Bosphorus. One of the city's most striking landmarks, 
it is a high, cone-capped cylinder that dominates the 
skyline and offers a panoramic vista of Istanbul's 
historic peninsula and its environs. The nine-story 
tower is 66.90 meters tall (62.59 m without the 
ornament on top, 51.65 m at the observation deck), 
and was the city's tallest structure when it was built. 

Galata Tower  

Silhouette of Galata Tower (at left) 
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Dolmabahche Palace (Dolmabahçe Sarayı) located in the 
Be ikta  district of Istanbul, Turkey, on the European 
coastline of the Bosphorus strait, served as the main 
administrative center of the Ottoman Empire from 1856 to 
1922, apart from a 22-year interval (1887–1909) in which 
Yıldız Palace was used. Dolmabahçe Palace was ordered by 
the Empire's 31st Sultan, Abdülmecit I, and built between 
the years 1843 and 1856. Previously, the Sultan and his 
family had lived at the Topkapı Palace, but as the medieval 
Topkapı was lacking in contemporary style, luxury, and 
comfort, as compared to the palaces of the European 
monarchs, Abdülmecid decided to build a new modern 
palace near the site of the former Be ikta  Palace, which was 
demolished. 

Dolmabahche Palace  
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the garden 

the gates 
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HOW TO MOVE AROUND THE 
CITY 
It is easy to travel in stanbul by using public transport. 
There are a lot of means of transport such as tram, 
underground, metrobus, minibus, taxi and cityline ferry. 

You can easily access to the above mentioned places by 
using either the underground or metrobus, taxi. 

This is a photo of the historic tram in Taksim Square. It is 
still part of the underground system, but used for a 
nostalgic and pleasure ride. 
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public transportation facilities 
in stanbul 

These are the 
underground lines 
around stanbul which 
enables you to travel 
easily. 
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If you want to travel to the other side of the city, across 
Bosphorus; or have a Bosphorus trip, you can use the 

cityline ferry. 
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Central metrobus stops 
around stanbul. 
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NATURAL LANDMARK 
Bosphorus 

The Bosphorus is a natural strait and internationally-
significant waterway located in northwestern Turkey. It 
is also a natural boundary between Europe and Asia, 
seperating Asian Turkey from European Turkey. It 
connects the Black Sea, the Marmara Sea and the 
Aegean Sea. 
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SUNSETS 
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LEGEND 

This is a tower located at the southern entrance of the 
Bosphorus, lying on a small islet since the medieval 
Byzantine period. 

According to the most popular Turkish legend related to 
the construction, an emperor had a beloved daughter, 
and one day an oracle prophesied that she would be 
killed by a venomous snake on her 18th birthday. In 
order to save his daughter, the emperor placed her away 
from the land. So that she could keep away from the 
snakes. He had the tower built in the middle of the 
Bosphorus and placed the princess in here, and 
frequently visited her. On her 18th birthday, the 
emperor brought her an exotic basket of fruits as a 
birthday present, and he was very happy to prevent the 
prophecy. When the princess reached out for the basket, 
a hidden venomous snake bit her, and she died in her 
father's arms - just as the oracle predicted. Hence the 
name Maiden's Tower. 

The Legend About the Maiden 
Tower (also known as Leander's Tower) 
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THE SONG ABOUT ISTANBUL 
       Teoman is a famous rock artist in Turkey. 

Here are the lyrics translated into English: 

When the season winds blow 
I remenber at that time 
Childhood dreams, devil kites 
My mama kisses me on the cheeks 
In a beautiful dream 
It is like a my loved ones still alive 
If the rain will reduced, towards evening 
Maiden's Tower and the islands 
Oh I wish you were here 
It's still very beautiful a autumn in Istanbul 
It's not always easy to make love with someone before being in love 
with 
Getting to know the body 
Learning slowly, getting used to and losing 
Istanbul today, tired, sad and aged 
Have some weight 
Cried again, her mascara flowing 

Autumn in stanbul by Teoman 

To listen to the song go here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xys1XBKUDck  
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Konin, Poland 
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Konin is located in central part of Poland by the 
beautiful Warta River. This is our Coat of Arms and 
Flag. You can see the Horse everywere because 
acording to the legend the name of this Town comes 
from the horse 
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Welcome to Konin 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 

The Old Town Hall in our Town. 
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The Market Square 
Photos taken by Emilia 
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The Market Square at night. This photo was taken at 
Christmas Time 
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bridges 

The Warta River devides our town into two parts - the Old 
and the New one 
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There are beautiful, very modern bridges here. This is the 
European Union's Bridge 
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This is the  bridge on Józef Pi#sudski Road 

This one is also beautiful:)Isn't it:) 
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The Titanic in Konin:) It's possible 

The photo taken at night :) This is Europe's most modern 
coal powered plant (2008), in the P tnów district:) 
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The Old Water Tower 
" "   # 

$  
The Stone Signpost of Konin 
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HOW TO GET THERE 
If you want to visit Konin the motorway A2 is a perfect 
way to get there. 
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HOW TO MOVE AROUNG THE 
CITY 

In order to see these amasing places in out Town you 
can take the bus number 54 
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STREET ART / MURALS 
Horses of Konin 

 This is the Horse's sculpture 
in the Market Square 

And another horse- 
the fountain in front 
of the Community 
Centre 
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The Frederic Chopin's Park in Konin. 

This is graffiti. It 
is located in the 
Park of the name 
of Frederic 
Chopin in Konin. 
You can get there 
on foot or by 
bike.      

   % 
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RECREATION AREA 
By the Warta River we can meet with our friends and 
relax. It's so nice here:) 

Sometimes  a canal boat is moored here 
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COOL RESTAURANTS 
This is the 
restaurant 
where the most 
deliciuos 
pancakes in the 
city are made. 

Tutti Santi-Agata's favourite restaurant that serves italian 
food. Glorious pizza and great pasta. 
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Grodzka Restaurant - it's so cool 
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STRANGE HOUSES 
How do people live here? There are a lot of blocks 
of flat.  The Housing Estate No. 5 is shown here 
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SUNSETS… 
…and other magic moments in Konin 

by Gabrysia 
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by Natalia 

by Emilia 139 



by Emilia 
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See you in Konin 

by Natalia 
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Moratalla, Spain 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 
The most popular places in my town are the castle, the 
church and the Camping "La Puerta". In the castle you 
can have a guided tour and learn about the history of 
Moratalla, the castle dates from the eleventh century!  
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The church dates back from the sixteenth century 
and there is a history about a Saint who saved the 
people of the town of a terrible storm.  

Camping la Puerta 
is a fantastic place, 
and there  you can 
swim in the river, 
go trekking, visit 
the animals. 

Moratalla is fantastic!♥ 
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HOW TO GET THERE 

Moratalla is about 83 km from Murcia, the capital of 
my region. From there, you can come to Moratalla 
by bus or by car in 1 hour more o less. The towns 
near to Moratalla are Caravaca de la Cruz, Cehegín, 
Bullas and Calasparra. 

! ! ! 
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HOW TO MOVE AROUND THE 
CITY 

Moratalla is a small town, so you can go walking 
everywhere.  

You can move by car, motorbike, bicycle or on foot; 
because it is too small for a bus or train. There isn't a 
lot of traffic so in our town theremisn't pollution. 

! ! ! 
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POPULAR SPORTS 

People here in Moratalla  are very healthy and they are 
always doing sport. Children who are 3 years old  practice 
sports. 

For example; football, a sport that boys love. There are 
many groups of different ages: their team is called 
"Moratalla A.D."  

Another sport that is very 
common here is 
basketball. Last year, 
"Club Rayo Moratalla" 
won the league! They are 
really good players. 
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Also adults do exercise, they go running early in 
the morning. Sometimes they go walking outside 
the village in the afternoon while they're talking 
with a friend, or if you go alone you can listen to 
music.  

Other sports like handball, rhytmic gymnastics or 
tennis are practiced too. 
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NATURAL LANDMARK 
Semogil 

Moratalla is a place full of nature, where without any 
doubt you will enjoy the landscape! 

There are lots of beautiful places, such as "Semogil". 
It's a water fall where people and tourists go and swim 
there during all the year. The water is always 24 
degrees, so if you go there in winter, water will be 
hotter than in summer! 
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Besides, people say that it's a curative water because 
it starts under the ground. When anyone is ill many 
days and its temperature isn't low, it could be really 
good for him. 

Later, this water comes down until camping "La 
Puerta" and forms a river, where people swim too. 
Both are quite near, but you can go by car. You can 
find a swimming pool and two restaurants. Also, 
there is a shop and a park where children can play. 

If you are a healthy person you can get there on foot 
or by bike while you are enjoying the landscape and 
the natural environment.  
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ONE DAY TRIP 
If you come to Moratalla, don't doubt to go to 
"Camping la Puerta". 

In Moratalla you can visit lots of interesting places, 
such as the church "Nuestra Señora de la Asunción".  

the castle, built in the eleventh century, but changed in the 
fifteenth Then, you can go to "Casa de Cristo" to have lunch. 
There is a very good restaurant in the mountains. You can 
enjoy the landscape and breath fresh air.  Maybe you will be 
really tired because there are lots of hills! So you can go to 
"Calle Mayor" to enjoy our typical food. Then, you can go to 
the Glorieta to have an ice cream and walk around the park. 
At the end of the day, you can go to "Camping la Puerta" by 
bike. There, you can relax, swimming or walking by the 
wood bridge. 

It was built in 
the sixteenth 
century and has 
an important 
history. Then, 
you can go 
walking by the 
historic center 
of the town until  
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LOCAL CUISINE 

It is a typical plate 
of this town which 
people usually eat 
on Sundays. 

Arroz con habas  
(Rice with beans)  

Fritas 
(Fried) 

 It is a dessert, 
that you usually 
eat at Carnival. 
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Ajoharina  
(Garlic and flour) 

It is a typical food of 
Moratalla, that usualy is 
cooked by old people 

Níscalos 

It is a typical mushrom 
of Moratalla, friends or 
family come together 
to pick them. The 
tradition is to have a 
dinner that evening. 

Migas 

It is a dish that mothers 
and grandmothers prepare 
on rainy days. 
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SONGS ABOUT THE TOWN 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ne1rFLQpbIc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=2D9OFyr2aTc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=jX6L8I4KmQA 

If you want to listen to them, go to the 
websites above.. 
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A STORY ABOUT THE TOWN 

''Benamor river history'' 

Two young lovers went to this river every day. One day, 
they went to the river, as usual, but the girl fell into the 
river and she died. The boyfriend continued going every 
day and saying, "Come, Love", words which represent 
the name of the river. 

''Peñón  de la Encantada''  
( "Enchanted  crag") 

The story is about a blonde woman who liked her hair. 
Every 24th of June she washed her hair in the Benamor's 
river. One day she was killed and she was buried in this 
stone. 
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RECREATION AREA 
There are a lot of recreations areas: 

1. ''Cruz del humilladero'':  A Monument of Moratalla 

2. ''Glorieta's park'': A Playground for children 

3. ''Exercise's park'': A Park where you can do exercise 

4. ''Guindo's Park'': A Park where younger meet  

5. ''Swimming pool'': Where you can swim and sunbathe. 

6. ''Sports hall'': Where there are pools, school dance and 
sport equipment. 

8. ''Dakota Experience'': A modern disco bar where youngers 
go out at night 

9. ''PK2'': A Place where young people go to have a coffee, 
thee are machines and there are also games and dance floor. 
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Phalsbourg, France 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 

Phalsbourg is a French commune located in the 
Department of Moselle in Lorraine.Since the January 
1st,2016.It is part of the administrative région Alsace-
Lorraine-Champagne-Ardennes.Today there are 5067 
inhabitants and they are called Phalsbourgians.The 
Mayor is Dany Kocher.The Emperor Maximilien two 
named the small town Pfalzburg in September 27th 
1570 and after 1679,Phalsbourg was fortified by 
Vauban.Today,you can see also see a museum near the 
Town Hall.Phalsbourg is in the limit between the Alsace 
and Lorraine.  
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Barrack Lobau 

Barrack Lobau are barracks, it is situated in 
Phalsbourg in the NordEastern of France in 
Alsace Champagne Ardenne Lorraine. 

It is 175 m long. It was built in 1859. It housed 
many cavalery"  regiments them French or 
Germen infantry. 
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Statue Lobau 

It is named statue Lobau. 

It is located in the middle of the place d’armes in Phalsbourg.  

It was built in 1808. 

It is 7 meters high. 
 The statue is made  

of bronze. 

It represents 
General Mouton, 
made count of 
Lobau thanks to 
his role in the 
battle of Aspem. 

General Mouton was born in Phalsbourg. He 
was made “Maréchal de France” as a reward 
for his services to King Louis Philippe. 
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This church is situatedon the Place d’Armes in 
Phalsbourg in the middle of PHALSBOURG, its name is 
« Eglise Notre Dame de l’Assomption « 

This church was built in 1873 on the rests of another 
church built in 1743 and destroyed in 1870 , during the 
war. 

It isn't actually possible to know the height,the width and 
the length of this monument. These information is in a 
book in the departementals records in Saint Julien. 

In this builing there are very nice coloured windows and 
in the right part there is one where we can see the 
architect's face.It is notable too that the church contains 
26 rose windows  

The Catholic Church 
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The German Gate 

It is named La Porte d’Allemagne it is a big gate 
located in the center of the city Phalsbourg, it was 
inaugurated in 1680 and was built by Vauban. This 
monument is dedicated to Louis XIV; and was placed 
in memory of Goethe. On the front of the door we 
can see 2 angels holding the coat of arms of Louis XIV 
and on the sides there are sculpted trophies .The gate 
is 33 meters deep 
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The French Gate 

Only vestige of Vauban ramparts with the German gate, 
it allowed to enter or leave the West side fortress 
towards Lorraine. Architecture is all military and reliefs 
decor evokes victories of Louis XIV. The pediment, the 
king's escutcheon is topped with a crown and 
surrounded by trophies taken from the enemy. It also 
differs from each side of the lintel pulleys that served 
the drawbridge. 
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The Town Hall 

Phalsbourg town hall is located on the site of Ardene. 

It was founded by George Jean de Veldanz in 
1568-1990, 

It is 12 meter high, 20 meter wide, 20 meter long. It 
was named after "le corps de garde" inside the town 
hall he has a museum he has a small clock tower. 
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The tank “Bourg La Reine” 

The tank « Bourg la Reine » is a M4A3 Sherman. 

It is a arm of war. 
This tank was built in 
1943, in California by 
the Ford Richmond's 

factory. 

Nowadays, it is situated in Phalsbourg 
near the National road 4. 

The « Bourg la Reine » was inaugureted by the General 
Leclerc in 1951, 22 November. 

It measures 6,06 meters 
long, 2,62 meters wide and 
2,74 meters high. 
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HOW TO GET THERE & HOW 
TO MOVE ROUND THE CITY 

You can get to Phalsbourg by leaving the 
motorway (A4) when you drive from Paris or 
Strasbourg. We are lucky enough to have a toll 
both 5 mn away from the town centre. 

You can also come by train. We have 2 train 
stations nearby : one in Saverne and one in 
Lutzelbourg. In Saverne you can get a TGV 
( afast roin to Paris whch is 2 hours and a half 
away). 

To get around our city there are buses to get to 
the other towns or villages. 
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FUNNY ARCHITECTURE 

The Phalsbourg’s Water Tower 

The Phalsbourg's water tower is a bed and 
breakfast.It is 10 meters high and there are 56 
steps.The Phalsbourg's water tower dates from the 
19e century.It has been built by the Germans.It is 
situated next to the medieval castle « Einharzhausen 
».It has a 180 degres view. 
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A SONG ABOUT THE CITY 

lyrics 

En passant par la Lorraine 
Avec mes sabots, 
En passant par la Lorraine 
Avec mes sabots. 
Rencontrai trois capitaines, 
Avec mes sabots, dondaine, 
Oh ! Oh ! Oh ! Avec mes sabots. 

Rencontrai trois capitaines, 
avec mes sabots, 
Rencontrai trois capitaines, 
Avec mes sabots, 
Ils m'ont appelée vilaine, 
Avec mes sabots, dondaine, 
Oh ! Oh ! Oh ! Avec mes sabots. 

This is a traditional song on Lorraine, it is the 
region where Phalsbourg is located.  

En passant par la Lorraine 

Ils m'ont appelée vilaine, 
Avec mes sabots, 
Ils m'ont appelée vilaine, 
Avec mes sabots, dondaine, 
Oh ! Oh ! Oh ! Avec mes sabots. 

Je ne suis pas si vilaine, 
Avec mes sabots, 
Je ne suis pas si vilaine, 
Avec mes sabots, 
Le fils aîné du roi m'aime , 
Avec mes sabots, dondaine, 
Oh ! Oh ! Oh ! Avec mes sabots 
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Le fils aîné du roi m'aime, 
Avec mes sabots, 
Le fils aîné du roi m'aime, 

Avec mes sabots, 
M'a donné pour mes étrennes, 
Avec mes sabots, dondaine, 
Oh ! Oh ! Oh ! Avec mes sabots. 

M'a donné pour mes étrennes, 
Avec mes sabots 
M'a donné pour ses étrennes, 
Avec mes sabots, dondaine, 
Oh ! Oh ! Oh ! Avec mes sabots. 

M'a donné pour mes étrennes, 
Avec mes sabots, 
M'a donné pour ses étrennes, 
Avec mes sabots, 
Un bouquet de marjolaine, 
Avec mes sabots, dondaine, 
Oh ! Oh ! Oh ! Avec mes sabots. 

Un bouquet de marjolaine, 
Avec mes sabots, 
Un bouquet de marjolaine, 
Avec mes sabots. 
S'il fleurit je serai sienne, 
Avec mes sabots, dondaine, 
Oh ! Oh ! Oh ! Avec mes sabots. 

S'il fleurit je serai sienne, 
Avec mes sabots, 
S'il fleurit je serai sienne, 
Avec mes sabots, 
Mais s'il meurt, je perds ma peine, 
Avec mes sabots, dondaine, 
Oh ! Oh ! Oh ! Avec mes Sabots. 
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SPECIALITIES OF LOCAL 
CUISINE 
Quiche Lorraine 

Ingredients 

Ingredients you will need to 
make the crust pastry: 
-250g of flour 
-150g of butter 
-5g of salt - 5cl of water 

To make the lining you will 
need 250g smoked bacon! 

To make the salty cream 
you will need: 
 -2,5dl of milk -3cl of 
cream 
- 2 whole eggs -worn 
nutmeg 
-Salt -Pepper 

How to cook the 
Quiche: 

1. Prepare the salty cream 
2. Prepare the crust pastry 
3. Cook the smocked bacon 
4. Roll out the dough 
5. Put the dough in the mold 
6. Pinch the edges 
7. Put the smoked bacon in the 
mold with the pastry 
8. Add the salty cream in with 
the smoked bacon 
9. Put it all in the oven for 35-40 
minutes at 180° 
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Plouzané, France 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 
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Le Minou 
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Le petit minou  is a tourist destination.Indeed in 
summer and all year round  you can do surfing, 
bodybording and paddle because there are many waves 
but in summer you can wear a swimsuit unless you are 
cautious because the water is only 19 degrees in 
summer and 13 in winter even less. Next to the beach 
there is a surf club and it provides surf lessons in 
summer and soon it will give bodybording lessons. But 
the problem is that there is a strong current and once 
some people were almost carried away.Another tourist 
attraction is the lightouse next to the beach and the 
coastal path where you can take pictures with the 
sunset it is beautiful 
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The coastal and “Le fort du Dellec” 
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The Dellec fort is located near Plouzané. It was built by 
Vauban in the seventeenth century. It was one of many 
elements of defense around Brest.One  of the famous 
costal paths from the beach of st Anne and the Dellec fort 
to join le Petit Minou . On the coastal paths there are tree 
forts “le fort du Dellec, Fort du Mengeant,fort du Petit 
Minou” 
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HOW TO GET THERE 
 from an other country 
To come to Plouzané from an other country you can 
take a plane, because there is an airport in Guipavas. 

You can take a train because we have a railway station in 
Brest. In front of the railway station there are cars too 
because Brest is the terminus of the line of train and cars. 

 from another city of France 
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 The boat is a nice transport to go to Brest because 
the sea of Brest is beautiful. You can see a lot of 
animal ( seals, seagulls… ). 

The harbour of Brest is very long and old. It was a 
war harbour. 
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To come to Plouzané from Brest 

The tractor is a means of transportation to have nice 
view and for the people who work in the fields. 
Tractors are easy to drive. 

 For the brave we can wake with child’s scooter, it’s 
most easy to admire the view. But it would better to go 
when it’s sunny. 
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Taxis are a good transport to come from the airport, the 
railway station or the harbour to Plouzané. It is not very 
expensive and it is fast. To take a taxi you must phone and 
book a taxi. 

 In Brest there is a tram and a lot of bus. In Plouzané, There 
is not a tram but there is 2 lignes of bus: “the 13” and the 
“15”. Bus link Brest and Plouzané. Tram link Brest, 
Gouesnou, Guipavas and the door of Plouzané. 
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HOW TO MOVE AROUND THE 
CITY 
In Plouzané, We can use bus lines and there is a good 
network of cycling path, so we can use bikes and walk on 
the pavement. If you practice  
skate you can use one. If 
you have a car you can 
move in Plouzané. 

We can buy a bus ticket and wait next to the bus stop. 
Here are the rates : 
1 Trip 1,50 $ 
1 Day 3,95 $ 
10 Trip 12,25 $ 
The package Tango 
14,95 $ 

There is a bus every 10 min 
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FUNNY / STRANGE / 
SPECIAL HOUSES & 
ARCHITECTURE 

the vampire's manor is pink and red. It is a manor 
located along the road to Plougonvelin. 

Plougonvelin house 
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bunker 

This big grey building is round. It is covered with 
graffiti . It was built by the German army to 
protect the coast  
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Black House 

this house is black the shutters are always closed and 
the trees are leafless 
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POPULAR SPORTS 

swimming 

In Plouzane, there is a little swimming-pool. It is 
called «piscine de tremaidic ».You can practise 
aquagym, swimming, aquabiking, aquafitness. You 
learn how to swim. This swimming-pool was created 
in 2008. The swimming-pool is 10,5metre long on 1, 
30 metre deep. 
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handball 

At Locmaria-plouzane there is a handball club that’s 
called « Locmaria Handball ».The room where we 
train is called « Keralaurent ».We can practise 
Handball at school. Play inside . The color of the 
jersey is yellow and green.  There are 2 trainings a 
week. 
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basketball 

Our basketball club is called ALP (Amical Laique 
Plouzane).In our team  there are ten players. The 
color of our jersey is yellow. We have two training 
sessions a week at Kerallan gym. I also  play games  
every Saturday. 
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football 

The football club is called  
PAC (plouzane athletique 
club).In a team there are 
eleven players. The jersey 
color is blue. They have 
two or three training  
sessions a week on the football grounds. They also play 
games on Saturday. At school we can play football with 
the school league. 

rugby 
In Plouzane, we have a rugby club 
that’s called “PAC rugby (plouzane  
athletique club)”. Our team have 3 
training a week and their jerseys  

are blue and white. There are 3 training sessions a 
week 

athletics 
In PLouzane,we can practice 
Athletisme at school and in the 
club. They’ve got an Athletics 
track next to our secondary school. Our jersey of 
league is blue. 189 



WILDLIFE 
In Plouzané there are a lot of wild animals. Some fly, 
some live on the water or on the land. 

Animals that fly 
Birds: robin, may pie, gull, seagull, dove 

Terrestrial animals 

Insects: centipede, caterpillar, snails, woodlouse, 
grasshopper, worm, beetle 

Arachnid: spider 

Others: fox, mouse,  
hare, hedgehog 

Reptiles: snakes, 
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Aquatic animals 

Seashells: Crab, shrimp, lobster, scampi 

Fish: Pollack, cuttlefish, sardine, monkfish 

Shells: munel, oyster, scallop, cockle, winkle 

Marine mammals: seals, dolphin others: jelly fish, sea 
urchin, 
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SUNSETS 
We chose this topic because it’s beautiful and we 
like taking photos of sunsets or landmarks. The 
sunset can change according to the place and there 
can be light effects. 

In Plouzané there are a lot of places where we can 
admire the beautiful sunset, like: 

-  Fort de Berthaume 

-  Beach of Tregana 

-  The lighthouse of Minou 

-  St Anne’s wood 
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Fort de Berthaume 

We like this place because it can be beautiful with 
rocks and light effects. The sun can be red or orange. 
Berthaume is good to take photos of the sunset. We 
can walk around the fort thanks to a coastal path 
with trees, flowers and birds; we can pick flowers 
and visit the fort. It is very relaxing and calming to 
see the sunset. 
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Beach of Tregana 

It is beautiful because there are restaurants and 
homes near the beach. When the sun sets « on the 
sea », there can be beautiful, magic and peaceful 
moments. We can observe a lovely sunset in Tregana. 
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The lighthouse of Minou 

Let’s talk about the Minou : 

It’s such a beautiful place because when the sun 
sets, the lighthouse is illuminated and reflects on 
the sea. 
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Saint Anne’s wood 

At night, in the wood of St Anne, we can see fox, 
squirrels, frogs, birds and hares. We can see 
through branches the sunset and orange, yellow 
and red reflects. We can walk in the wood during 
the night. 
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NATURAL LANDMARK 
  Plouzané is situated along the bottleneck near Brest, 
on the Atlantic ocean. 

 In Plouzané, we can see many beautiful landscapes 
like the sea and the wood. There are a lot of beaches like 
The Minou beach, The St-Anne beach or The Dellec …  
And also, different types of beach: pebble or sand. For 
example, the Dellec is a pebble beach  
and the Minou beach is sandy. Our 
favourites are The Dellec because 
we can see the forest, cliffs, boats, 
there isn’t a lot of waves and 
because there isn’t a lot of wind 
and St Anne beach because at 
sunset, it’s really beautiful and 
because it mixes pebble and sand. 
In summer, the temperature is 
cold. 
Here is a view of the Dellec. But we can also see the forest: 
The St-Anne wood. There are a lot of hazel trees, flowers, 
there is a river but in winter it’s a bit marshy. There is also a 
derelict house.  
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Púchov, Slovakia 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 
Púchov is a lovely small town in the north-west part of 
Slovakia. 

The town is situated in the picturesque basin on the 
central course of the river Váh bordering the White 
Carpathians, the Javoník and the Strá!ovské Mountains. 
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The first records of Púchov  are in anciant documents, 
which you can find in the Museum of the Púchov 
Culture located in the old %upan`s House. Historical 
sources mention Púchov for the first time in 1243. 
Púchov crag is the most significant excavation site of 
the Púchov`s Culture. This evidence of our interesting 
history is presented in this Museum. 
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RECREATION AREAS 
Afterwards, you can relax in one of the cozy café`s or 
on the summer terraces which you´ll find in the town 
center. Even more, the lighted fountain in pedestrian 
zone can refresh you in a hot summer days.  
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If you want to enjoy live 
music,open-air concerts 
music and dance join events 
associated with the Púchov 
Summer Culture.  

In addition in September 
you will have opportunity 
to experience the 
traditional craft fair or in 
December the St. 
Nicholas Day Fair.  
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The new theatre and cinema in one building gives 
another opportunity to exerience cultural events. If 
you want to relax and take a deep breath of a fresh air 
take a walk to our beautiful Marczibanyi` s Garden or 
to a park. 
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Rostock, Germany 
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This is Rostock map. It simply consists of bronze. 
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HOW TO GET THERE & MOVE 
AROUND THE CITY 

The Main Station in Rostock is most important way to move 
somewhere. From here you can drive to other important city`s 
in Germany. For example Berlin, Frankfurt. From this station 
you can also drive with the Tram in all parts of Rostock. 

 Rostock Main Station 
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The Maindisplay is the most important display in the Station. 
Here you can see all departures of all trains in the station. 

This is a train of the series 442. Such trains are suitable for 
cities like Rostock. With this train you can drive to 
Warnemünde which is directly at the Baltic Sea. 
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This is the harbour of Rostock. Here you can see so many 
boats and ferries, too. Maybe you will be here, when you 
come to visit us. 

Here you can see 
a ferry. With 
these ferries you 
can go to 
Sweden or 
Finland. 
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Airport "Rostock Laage" 

Rostock has had an own airport since1992. It´s 5 
km2 big. The Airport is used for military purposes 
and for tourists. You can travel to 8 European 
countries (Turkey, Spain, Switzerland, Austria, Italy, 
Greece, Bulgaria) and to Egypt [non-stop] from 
here. The Airport is near Laage (Airport Rostock/
Laage), which is located 25 km of Rostock. You can 
go to the town (Laage) and the Airport by the 
regional bus line (BUS LINE 127 [35 minutes]). 
Rostock/Laage is also a military airport. The 
“Eurofighter Typhoon” is stationed here (10 pieces). 
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Here you can see an "Eurofighter". A Eurofighter is a 
Fight Airplane which take off and lands in Airport 
"Rostock Laage". 

! ! ! 
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Regional bus Rostock 

Rostock has 75 different bus lines. These buses can 
move freely in and around Rostock. Rostock and 
region are divided into different zones. The further 
you are away, than more you have to pay.You can 
buy month tickets. You pay it once and after this 
you can go a whole month with this card. This is 
also possible with a daily ticket, a weekly ticket and 
a year ticket. 
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trams 

With the tram you can go to every part of the city. This 
two trams are at the station "Doberaner Platz". From this 
station you can travel in two directions but you can also 
enter the tram in the main station of Rostock. 

Prices 

short distance 1,50$ 

single ride  2,00$ 

single ride reduced  1,50$ 

day ticket  4,90$ 

day ticket reduced  3,60$ 

bicycle ticket 1,60$ 

bicycle day ticket  3,50$ 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 
- historical buildings 

This is a fountain of vitality (Brunnen der 
Lebensfreude). It shows a naked & happy family. 

Here is a statue of Gebhard 
Leberecht von Blücher. He 
was a important prussian 
general. This was built by 
Gottfried von Shadow and 
Johann Wolfgang von 
Goethe designed it. 
Goethe made a poem on 
the monument. 
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This is the museum of Rostock. It´s the third oldest in 
Germany. Maybe, you can see four statues, they symbolize 
technology, philosophy, justice & medicine. 

Now old people live in the house. Long time ago the 
building was important because the people made coins 
here. (Rostock had own money) 
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Now old people live in the house. Long time ago 
the building was important because the people 
made coins here. (Rostock had own money) 
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FUNNY / STRANGE 
ARCHITECTURE 
The golden hotel 

The „Steigenberger Hotel Sonne“ is located in the new 
market place in Rostock. The hotel looks back on a 200 
year long history. It was destroyed in the Second World 
War and was rebuild 1970.It is decorated with a golden 
sun and many other things. 
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City Hall 

It is the oldest preserved secular building of the town. 
The Rostock city hall is valid as one of the most 
important secular buildings of the brick Gothic in the 
Baltic Sea area. The medieval construction is covered on 
grounds of more baroque porches and rebuildings today, 
however, to large parts. 

The city hall in 
Rostock is a group 
construction existing 
from three houses 
whose origin goes back 
till the 13th century.  

New Guardhouse 
It was built 1822-25 as the 
main guardhouse next to 
the command post of the 
grand-ducal properties.. 
Plans by C.T. Severin. Monumental colonnaded porch 
epitomizes building’s neoclassical character. Site 
previously occupied by University buildings (Unicorn 
and New House student hotels, House of the First 
Theologian) 
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University and “Brunnen der 
Lebensfreude" 

This is our university. It was founded on the 13th 
February 1419. The university has got a big garden. In 
front of the green area you can see the “Brunnen der 
Lebensfreude” which means the fountain of soulfulness. 

Kröpeliner Street 

It’s the main shopping street from Rostock. The street is 
know for the traditional gable houses. Hourly 5000 
people visit the street 
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City Library 

The city library of 
Rostock was founded 
in 1894 and disposes 
of a stock of approx. 
155,000 media. It is 
one of the oldest 
houses in Rostock. 

Colourful Car Park 

This is a colorful car park in Rostock. It’s in the August-
Bebel-Street. The colors look very beautiful like a rainbow. 
If the sun is shining, it looks even a bit better. It’s special 
because not everywhere you can see a car park like this. 
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Horse Statue 
In Rostock there are many 
statues, but this one is an 
unusual one. It‘s a specific 
art style made by Jo 
Jastram (1928 – 2011). It 
named „Schreiender 
Hengst“, this means in 
english: shouting stud. The 
artist says that this is the  

symbol and the warning for all the oppressed creatures on 
earth. It is made of metal. 

Sound game 

This is a funny 
playground equipment in 
Rostock, which makes 
sounds when you step on 
the buttons. The noises 
are like normal note 
sounds, but it’s amusing  
to use it. It’s designed by Alfons van LEGGELO.  You can 
find it by a green area in the street “Himmelspforte” 
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Carillon 

This is a set of bells 
which is attached at a 
house wall on the 
Kröpeliner Street. It 
plays every day at 6 
o’clock pm. The 
carillonneur Olaf 
Sandkuhl has played 
the bells since 1986.  

House of Music 
This architecture is not 
very strange, but pretty 
beautiful. It was built 
from 1864 to 1867. The 
house has 4 floors and it is 
one of the biggest and 

moderns music schools in Germany. Over 2500 students 
are playing musical instruments there. Earlier it was just a 
normal school. 
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GRAFFITI 
In Rostock there are many graffitis from very 
different artists. The most people aren’t allowed to 
spray the paintings on the walls. But some sprayers 
are ordered to do this and get money when they 
beautify the walls and mostly the electricity boxes 
with their own art style. Here is an example for the 
legal graffiti art: 

! ! ! 
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This graffiti is in the Hermannsstraße in Rostock. 

This is a graffiti 
on an electricity 
box. On the boys 
hat is the logo of 
Rostock´s soccer 
team. 

This graffiti is on a toilet house. You can see one of the many 
gates around Rostock at the right side of the house. Its name 
is “Steintor”. 
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ONE DAY TRIP 
Warnemünde 

Warnemünde is a seaside district of Rostock. 

The Lighthouse is next to the 
Teepott. It was built in 1897. 
It is 31 meter high. The 
spherical copper roof covers 
the top. His appearauce 
consist of white latch with 

The Lighthouse 
from Warnemünde 

dark green horizontal stripes. The light of the lighthouse 
shines 20 sea miles these are 37 km over the sea. The 
people can see the light from the lighthouse up to 16 sea 
miles these are 30 km. In the lighthouse are also 2 
viewing platforms from which have a panoramic view 
on the Baltic Sea, Wanemünde and Rostock. If you come 
to Warnemünde someday and you want to go to the 
lighthouse, it is opened from Mai to September. 
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The “Teepott” is the 
emblem of Warnemünde. 
It lies at the eastern end 
of the seafront. A few 
steps from here is the 

The “Teepott” from 
Warnemünde 

“Westmole” and the “Alter Strom”. In the “Teepott” is there 
Restaurant, Souvenirshop and some 8000 collected exhibits 
from Reinhold Kasten – one of the last great adventures and 
circumnavigator of the 20th century. 1927/1928 and 1945 
existed in place of the modern “Teepotts” the round 
Warnemünde “Teepavillion” until he at 2. Mai. 1945 burned 
by arson. In the 60th years the “Teepott” was then built up. 
And in 7 months he was from Ulrich Müther rebuilt. The 
“Teepott” is a historic building.  

The Fish market from Warnemünde 

He located on the East Side of the “Alten Stroms” and 
indeed directly to the history swing bridge from 1903. She 
connect the East center  and the “Mittelmole”. At the Fish 
market you can buy in small boots Fish sandwiches, fried 
fish, smoked fish and many other things. The fish is caught 
fresh, but watch out that the gull you not steal your fish. 
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1200 the first church was 
built, his name was 
“Fischerkirche”. In the 
wars of the 14th and 15th 
century the curch was 
destroyed and rebuilt 
twice. 1874 the church 
was demolished, because 
she was old, dilapidated 

The church from Warnemünde 

and too small. The church which was inaugurated 10.01.1871 
stands today. In the church there are many beautiful exhibition 
pieces.  

Baltic Sea. It serves as a 
protection and as a 
breakwater. At the end 
is a small Lighthouse. 
From the pier you can 
well observe the 
incoming ships.  

The West pier from Warnemünde 
       The West pier is 541 meter long.  It extends far into the   
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 We decided, among other things, for the beach from 
Warnemünde, because he is beautiful, and in the summer 
a good possibility for swim and relaxing. The beach is ca. 
5km long. He has beautiful white beach sand. The water 
is nice and clear. The beach is located on the Baltic sea. In 
the bathing season stands a team of experienced DRK 
Lifeguards ready for security. Beach chairs and dining 
facilities there are also. Even a ride on a rubber banana is 
possible. 

The beach from Warnemünde 
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RECREATION AREAS 
Yummy places to eat 

Subway is a fast-food restaurant. 
At subway each sandwich is 
freshly prepared. It is the second 
largest fast-food chain. You can 
have produced your own 
creation. 

Subway 

•    Which bread you like? 
•    What do you want to wipe 
sandwich and in what size? 
•    Would you like cheese? 
What extras do you want? 
(extra charge) 
•   Which vegetables do you 
want? 
•    Which sauce do you want? 
•    Take a saving menu off it. 
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Block House is 
something for meat 
lovers. Monday to 
Friday 11:30 to 
15:00 o’clock they 
offer weekly 
changing dishes 
with fresh Block 

Block House 

House salad to start. There are mainly steaks with various side 
dishes. On the menu you will find the delicious steak menus, 
the vegetarian dishes or the world for the children. 

The restaurant chain 
Meyerbeer Coffee offers 
coffee enjoyment with a 
special flair. It gives 22 
branches from Wolfburg to 
München. Among other 
things, there are also small 
treats. 

Meyerbeer Coffee 
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Burger King, short 
BK, is an American 
fast-food chain with 
seating. It gives grilled 
burgers, fries, shakes 
and breakfast on offer. 
Burger King deemed 
system gastronomy. 
Was founded in 1954  

Burger King 

in Miami. One has burgers with a wide selection of and for the 
small there a kiddy box. 

Vapiano is a restaurant where you can 
create your own meal. You can eat 
everything, salad, steak, pasta and 
more. If you eat pasta, you can choose 

Vapiano 

the sauce and the 
noodles. The Vapiano 
is a really nice 
restaurant. 
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Hopfenkeller is a 
restaurant. In the 
Hopfenkeller you sit 
in a basement of an 
historic building. The 
meals are a little 
expensive, but they 
are delicious. 

Hopfenkeller 

Alex is a restaurant/bar. You can eat lunch there. It not 
too expensiv and on the evening you can drink cocktails. 

Alex 
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Ditch is a fast-food 
restaurant. But you 
can’t sit in it. At Ditch 
there are various drinks, 
pretzels, croissants and 
pizzas with various 
coverings. It is to 
quickly buy something 
delicious to eat a good 
option. 

Ditch 
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Is an ice Coffee where 
you can sit and eat your 
ice cream or you can eat 
it on your way. The ice 
cream is very delicious 
and there are so many 
various ice creams. One 
ice cream costs 1$. 

Ice Coffee Milano 

The Eiswerkstatt is an ice coffee.  They produce their ice 
cream based on receipts from the former GDR. They have 
chocolate and vanilla ice cream. You can choose between 
fruits or sauces over your ice. 

Eiswerkstatt 
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POPULAR SPORT CLUBS 
EBC Rostock There is a great basketballclub in 

Rostock. 

The name of the club is EBC 
Rostock Seawolves. They are 
playing in the second german 
basketball league ProB North. 
The Stadium of the Seawolves is 

the city arena, over 2200 people get in it. This year 
they maid the playoffs, but they lost in the first round. 

FC Hansa Rostock is the most famous sportclub in 
rostock. It`s a footballclub and they are playing in the 
third footballleague in gemany.The stadium is the 
Ostseearena, over 20.000 people get in it. Three years 
ago they played in the second footballleague in 
germany. 

FC 
Hansa Rostock  
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COOL SHOPS 

We want to present 
you the Claries, 
because you can find 
there very beautiful 
accesciores. And you 

Claries 

can buy at there. beautyful glittery Nailpolish, We love they 
very mutch♥ But the Highligt is Lipsticks, who taste very 
good, sprite, Cola or Fanta. The Crazy Eyeglasses, chain and 
brushes are very cool too 

You can buy in the H&M 
very mutch clothes like 
trousers, T-Shirts, Socks, 
Pullovers. All people in our 
school wear clothes from the 
H&M, because their are very 
stylish and very Beautiful. 

H&M 
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The „Drogerie Markt“ is very 
often in Rostock, I count 2 

DM 

DM´s in Rostocks Downtown. You can buy there all. 
Conditioner, Shampoo, Cremé… I cant tell you all 
things, because i dont want, that you sit 2 Days here 
and read this. So I think Dm is very cool but, I need 
not really 2 or more. 

The Intersport is our 
favourite shop, because you 
can buy at there cool 
footballs, footballshoes, 
sportclothes and so one…  

Intersport 

This is very good because my favourite Sport is Football. 
So when we think about it, you can buy in the Intersport, 
all things with you can use in Sports. 

The thalia is this time not a clothes 
shop. It is like a Bookshop. You can 
buy there mutch Films, Books, 
newspapers, and Computer 
games. 

Thalia 
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The Snipes ist a shoeshop and very mutch 
markshoes will be buyed of onother people every 
day. There are: Nike, Adidas, Puma, Vans and more. 

Snipes 

Saturn 

The Saturn is a elektronicshop. You can buy at there 
Tablats, Smartphones, Games, Tvs, and very mutch 
things more. 
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S!li"tea de Sus,  Romania 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 
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Skien, Norway 
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Students of the the subject International Collaboration 
have taken most of the pictures below. They are 13-16 
years old, attending 8th, 9th and 10th grade. They 
have worked in groups of 4-5, using their cell-phones 
as cameras. International Collaboration is an optional 
subject, which is taught once a week, except in weeks 
when there is an alternative schedule. 

Skien is the 11th biggest city in Norway, and it is the 
administrative centre of the county called Telemark. It 
covers an area of 779 km2. Skien is one of the oldest 
cities in Norway, dating back to year 900. Skien used 
to have one of the most important ports in Norway 
for shipping timber, and it is the birthplace of the 
playwright Henrik Ibsen. 

! ! ! 
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HOW TO GET THERE 

To get to Skien, a city of around 50.000 inhabitants, 
you might book a flight to any of three nearest 
airports. Either to Torp in Sandefjord, Rygge in Moss, 
or the main airport, Gardemoen, north of the capital, 
Oslo. From Torp, which is the closest one, you will be 
in Skien within an hour by either car or the airport 
bus shuttle, NOR-WAY Bussekspress. From 
Gardemoren it is about three hours. The city can also 
be reached by train, NSB. 
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HOW TO MOVE AROUND THE 
CITY 

The city centre is not so big, so you may easily get 
around by walking or biking. It is also possible to travel 
by bus. The buses M1, M2 or M3 will even take you to 
the neighbouring municipalities, Porsgrunn and Bamle. 
Landmannstorvet is the name of the bus terminal, and 
there you may also catch a taxi. NOR-WAY bussekspress 
will take you to different destinations within the county 
or to other cities in Norway. Travelling by train is another 
option if you want to visit other cities in Telemark or 
Norway. 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 

poverty, because of problems with his father's business. 
The family had to move to a farm on the outskirts of 
town, Venstøp. There Ibsen spent his time reading, 
painting and playing magic tricks with his sister, Hedvig. 
Ibsen belongs to the literary period called social 
realism, and he wrote, amongst others, the plays A 
Doll's house, Hedda Gabler and The Wild Duck.  

Henrik Ibsen is a 
worldfamous playwright 
who was born in Skien in 
1828, into a well-off 
family. His father was a 
merchant and his mother 
an artist. Ibsen himself 
showed an interest in the 
arts from an early age. 
When he was eight, his 
family was thrown into 

Ibsenparken 
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In the image you may see some of the characters from 
his plays. The statues are located in the heart of the 
town, that is, in Ibsenparken, translated as The Park of 
Ibsen. In the background you may also catch a glimpse 
of the Church of Skien.  

Henrik Ibsen is said to be the father of Skien. He died in 
1906, in the capital of Norway, Oslo 
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Rottejomfruen is a monument 
which might be translated to 
The Rat Virgin in English. It is a 
statue and a children's slide at 
the same time. The character is 
from a story by Henrik Ibsen 
called Lille Eyolf.  

Children from all the primary schools in Skien have made the 
porcelain eyes decorating the body of the statue. The statue is 
located in the area of Skien called Bakken, close to the beach 
Bakkestranda. Rottejomfruen overlooks Hjellevannet which 
is part of Skienselva, or in other words, The River of Skien. 

Rottejomfruen 
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Skien Food Festival, which takes place in August, or The 
Christmas Market right before Christmas. You may enjoy a great 
dinner in one of the many restaurants which you find along the 
quay. You can get to Brygga by using any bus in Skien, because it 
is right in city centre. You might also just stroll southwards from 
the bus terminal. In the picture to the left, you might see the 
Town Hall, right behind the playground. On May 17, Norway's 
National Day, all the schools in Skien participate in a parade, 
which ends in front of the Town Hall. It is a very colourful day, 
with lots of flags and many people who wear their national 
costume, the bunad. 

Brygga 

Brygga, or The Quay, is 
located south in the city 
centre. It is a nice area of 
the city, where many 
important events take 
place. For example,  
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The Morild Light Project is an art project created in 1998, 
and which wants to celebrate the history of Skien as an old 
trading centre. Skien used to be a very important town for 
the transportation of goods, such as timber. Skien used to 
have many mills, located in the area of Klosterøya, powered 
by the force of Skienselva, The River of Skien. None of the 
mills are active today. Skien has been described as the place 
where city meets country, water meets landscape, and 
industry meets trade.Telemarkskanalen, that is, The 
Channel of Telemark, runs through Skien as Skienselva, The 
River of Skien. Telemark is the name of the region where 
Skien is the region capital. The Morild Light Project 
consists of fourteen lights, which you can see as small, 
illuminated fountains along the Skienselva. You may spot 
some of the fountains in the picture, but they are 
particularly beautiful at night. The impression also changes 
when there is a change in water level, caused by the 
channnel locks 

The Morild 
Light Project  
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In this picture you might see Hjellevannet, one of the water 
basins in Skien. The other one is called Bryggevannet. They 
are separated by the channel locks which are situated at 
Klosterøya, the peninsula where Skien had its historical mill 
industry. 
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Hjellevannet is the first water basin in Skien, if you 
arrive in Skien by water from the northern part of the 
region. The Channel of Telemark, which runs from the 
northern part of our region Telemark, changes into 
Skienselva, The River of Skien, when it reaches Skien. 
Hjellevannet is part of Skienselva, and it has its own 
quay, as you might see in the picture at the top. In the 
picture at the bottom you see the area of the quay where 
you may take a boat 

Hjellevannet 

ride along the whole 
Telemarkskanal. It is 
a very popular 
tourist attraction, 
especially at summer 
time. 
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These are the Victoria and Henrik Ibsen boats, on which 
you may take a ride along the Telemarkskanal, the 
Channel of Telemark, all the way from Skien to Dalen in 
the north of our region, Telemark. The boats depart 
from the quay at Hjellevannet, in the city centre. The 
Victoria boat has been named after one of Ibsen's plays. 

Victoria and Henrik Ibsen boats 
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This is a popular attraction in Skien called 
Fløtermonumentet. As you can see, there are two men who 
are trying to loosen timber with their floating stick, so as 
not to get their feet stuck. This is something Skien has done 
for 1000 years. To get to this spot, you need to walk south, 
straight down from the bus terminal, pass the Town Hall and 
the shopping centre Arkaden, and then cross the bridge you 
see on your right.  

Fløtermonumentet 
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This picture shows Hakastein Kulturminnepark, a memorial 
park. In this place archeologists have found evidence of one of 
Norway's eldest known churches. It dates back to the year 
1100 A.D. The have also found Christian graveyards from the 
800s, pagan graveyards from the 1600s and 1700s, and fossil 
from around year 0. 

Hakastein 
Kulturminnepark 
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Damer i Blest are a range of women statues, hanging by their 
hair on the sewage treatment section of the old paper mill, 
Union. The Factory closed its gates in 2006, but the building 
was partly preserved and has been transfromed into fancy 
apartments. You may find this attraction on the peninsula 
Klosterøya, which separates Hjellevannet and Bryggevannet. 

Damer i Blest  
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The Hjalmar Johansen Statue you see in the picture to the 
right is located in Lundedalen, a small valley which runs 
through the northern part of the city. Hjalmar Johansen was 
a famous Norwegian polar explorer who was born in Skien 
in 1867. He accompanied Fridtjov Nansen to the North 
Pole and Roald Amundsen to the South Pole. It is said that 
without Hjalmar Johansen, none of the other explorers 
would have succeeded as they did. Johansen also founded 
the sports club Odd in Skien, and he became the best 
Norwegian gymnast of his generation, in addition to being 
an excellent skier. 

The Hjalmar 
Johansen 
Statue  
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The picture shows Ibsenhuset or "The House of 
Ibsen".  It got its name after Henrik Ibsen, the world-
famous writer from Skien. Here you can watch plays, 
concerts and different shows, or attend an art 
exibitions. The city library is located within the same 
building, and there is a nice restaurant there, which is 
called Henrik & Company. 

Ibsenhuset 
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This is a picture of Odd Football Stadium. Odd is one 
of the best football teams in Norway, and the stadium 
fits up to 13 500 people. It is not very far from our 
school, and several of the students at Mæla play for 
Odd in the youth league. 

Odd Football Stadium 
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Brekkeparken in Skien is a beautiful place to visit with your 
friends and family. It is a big, English-styled landscape-park, with 
a playground for the children and several old houses, typical of 
the building tradition in different parts of our region, Telemark, 
in the past. Some of the houses are from the Middle Ages, while 
others are from the 1700s. The houses are called 
"Telemarksstuer". "Stue" actually means sitting-room. Here you 
can go inside and see how it was to live in Norway in, for 
instance, the 18th century. Single, big rooms, small doors, low 
ceilings, and grass on the roof. That's a Telermarksstue 

Brekkeparken 
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The builing you see in the picture is one of the most 
known buildings in Brekke-parken. It is very beautiful, 
and it is  especially known for its floral displays, in 
addition for the legend about "The Grey Lady", Den grå 
Dame. Here you can take pictures, play, enjoy live jazz in 
summertime, get a very good view of the city and enjoy a 
quick snack or dinner at the restaurant at the far end of 
the park. To get to Brekkeparken from the bus terminal, 
walk a block to the south and take a left. There are some 
large stairs there called Brekketrappa, and if you walk to 
the top, Brekkeparken is right in front of you.  If you get 
lost, you may also ask a local person and he or she will 
definitely show the way and directions. Enjoy!  
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Jernaldergården på Århus is a farm from the iron 
age. This is a replica of how the farms in Norway 
looked like during the iron age. It was finished  
September 14, 2005. To get there from the city 
centre, you can take the bus M2, from the bus 
terminal called Landmannstorget towards the 
location called Falkum. From there you have to 
follow the road Århusveien. After about 1 km, you 
will see the farm at your left. Our school is not 
very far from here. 

Jernaldergården på Århus  
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In this image you may see Kapitelberget. Here 
archeologist have found a church from around year 
1100, that is, from the Middle Ages.  It is a so-called 
crypt-church, of which there are only four in 
Norway. What also makes Kapitelberget interesting 
is that the ruins are located on top of a fossil coral 
reef, which was formed 430 million years ago. We 
hope you find it is worth a visit. Kapitelberget is 
located in the south-west of the city centre.  

Kapitelberget  
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The pictures are from Fjellvannet (top) and Slettevannet 
(bottom). Here you can sleep in tent and, for instance, 
light a bon-fire from October until May. If the weather is 
fine, you can go for a swim and have fun. If you have a 
dog, you might bring it too. The distance to both places  is  

Fjellvannet  and Slettevannet  

some kilometers by 
car, but you might 
also ride a bicycle to 
get there. Both 
places are popular 
when schools 
arrange field trips. 
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The picture is from the local bird reserve by the lake 
Børsesjø. To get here, you go to Gjerpen Kirke (The 
Church of Gjerpen), find the track, and follow it down to 
the bird tower, where you can observe different species of 
birds. There are information signs telling you about the 
species you might expect to see there. More than 230 
species have been observed in the area. 

local bird reserve by the lake Børsesjø 
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The pink building you see in the picture is Løvenskiold 
Fossum Hovedgård, that is, the mansion of the Løvneskiold 
family, which is a Dano-Norwegian noble family. The building 
was built between 1811 - 1818. Løvenskiold is surrounded by 
nature and a beautiful large park with many power stations. 
The story of Fossum dates back to 1539, when the Iron Work 
of Fossum was founded by King Christian III, and it was not 
until 1739 that the property entered the Løvenskild family. 
Later on, they turned to trading timber instead and 
producing electricity. Today the mansion is the private home 
of the family, but if you want to spend a nice weekend there, 
you can rent a small cottage within the territory. You can get 
to Løvenskiold by heading North from the city centre. You 
may either walk, ride a bike or go by bus. 

Løvenskiold Fossum Hovedgård 
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hiking 

In Norway it is very common to go hiking in the woods or 
in the mountains, especially at weekends. Most 
Norwegians enjoy spending time in the nature. On Sundays 
people put on their sneakers and head out, alone or with 
family and friends. There is no other purpose, but to 
breathe fresh air and take in the the beautiful scenery. 
There is a saying in Norway which goes "There is no such 
thing as bad weather; just inappropriate clothes", which 
means that there is no excuse for not spending time 
outside if you just put on the right clothes. The pictures 
above show two of the most common peaks in Skien, 
Fantekjerringkollen and Skrehelle. 
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COOL SHOPS FOR YOUNG 
PEOPLE 

This is Homleids. Homleids is a popular fashion 
store in Skien. In this store you can find different 
brands of clothing, for instance if you need a nice 
suit or just an informal outfit. 

267 
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In the other picture you can see Herkules. 
Herkules is the largest shopping center in Skien. 
Here you might find almost everything you need 
if you plan on visiting Skien. You can also have a 
bite to eat, such as pizza, fastfood, sushi, frozen 
yoghurt and more. If you need a hair-cut or some 
new glasses, this is the place. Many young people 
like to hang out in Herkules after school or at 
weekends. 
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SUNSET 

In Southern Norway the daylight does not last long 
during the winter months. It gets light at about 9 a.m. 
and dark at 3 or 4 p.m., depending on if it is a cloudy 
day. On the other hand, in summer sunrise is at about 4 
a.m. and sunset after 10 a.m. In Northern Norway we 
have the phenomena of the midnight sun. 
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LOCAL CUISINE 
Moose are the largest of all the deer species. The moose 
are very known here in Norway, and many Norwegian 
people like to hunt this animal. You may find moose 
pretty much in all the forests in Norway, but you can't 
just go and hunt it whenever or wherever you like. You 
need to have a license, in addition to paying a sum of 
money, in order to be allowed to hunt. In this picture, 
we have made a soup with moose meat and some 
common vegetables in Norway, such as carrots, 
potatoes, swede, parsley root, cabbage, and leek. 
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Salmon is an Atlantic fish, which you can find here in 
Norway. Salmon is delicious for dinner and many 
people love to go fishing it. There are many rivers in 
Norway, where you might find salmon. The closest 
place to fish salmon is in Skienselva, the River of 
Skien, but you may also fish salmon in a river called 
"Lågen".  However, in order to go fishing, you need 
to buy a license for fishing. In the dish in the picture, 
there is salmon and some Norwegian vegetables like 
carrots, potatoes, cauliflower, leeks and broccoli. We 
eat a lot of potatoes in Norway. This is related to our 
history. 
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The sandwich you has a a cheese called brunost. It is 
made of goat milk and is part of the traditional 
Norwegian cuisine. If you translate it, it would be 
called brown cheese. We eat it on bread at breakfast, 
lunch or supper, and it tastes great on waffles too. It 
tastes a bit like caramel, but some people think it 
has a bitter taste, and not everyone likes it.  
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RECREATION AREA 
The first picture is of our cinema, Skien Kino. This is 
where we watch English-speaking, or sometimes 
Norwegian, movies. Movies in Norway are not dubbed, 
except for cartoons and some children's movies. The 
cinema has five rooms and a total of 549 seats. You can 
buy  popcorn, chips, soda and candy. It is a very good 
cinema, but the candy might be a bit expensive. 
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Tullis is a popular cafè in the city centre. It is one of 
the best cafès in Skien, both in atmosphere and in 
food. The cafè is located down by the river, and is in 
walking distance from the bus terminal, 
Landmannstorget. In front of the cafe there is a park 
with a large playground. You can also arrive by boat if 
you have one. 
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The City Library is a nice place to visit if you 
want to have a break from the hustle and bustle. 
You can read books, magazines or newspapers, 
listen to music, or use the computer and play 
playstation. There is also a cafe in the hall 
outside the library, Hedvigs hybel. Hedvig was 
Henrik Ibsen's sister and also one of the 
characters in his play, The Wild Duck. 
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Here you may see the skate park in Skien. This skate 
ramp is close to the mall Hercules. The area where 
the skate park is located is called Klosterøya. This is 
a place for young people who like adrenalin and to 
have fun skating. If you have some skills to show or 
practise, take a look at this place. 
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STREET ART / MURALS 

Close to the local skate park, there are several 
expressions of graffiti.  
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In several spots in Skien you may also find female 
statues, either relaxing on the lawn, as here, or 
observing Skienselva, the River of Skien. Most of 
them are nude, and in one occasion an unknown 
person had put on a hat and a dress on one of the 
statues. There are also several art galleries in Skien. 
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NATURAL LANDMARK 

The hvitveis (wood 
anemone), blåveis (blue 
anemone) and løvetann 
(dandelion) are among the 
first flowers that appear in 
spring. If you have a 
chance, you should visit the 
island of Jomfruland in 
spring and experience the 
blossoming of the hvitveis 
there. It is just magic. 
Jomfruland is located in a 
neighbouring municipality, 
so you need to go by car or 
bus, and then take the ferry 
from the town called 
Kragerø. 

Jomfruland 
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LOCAL LEGEND 

The legend of the grey lady in the local park, 
Brekkeparken, is that every night she walks around 
the park protecting people from danger. The most 
famous story of her is when the caretaker of the 
park was walking around in the middle of the 
night. He suddenly felt a hand on his shoulder and 
looked around to see who it was, but no-one was 
there. He then turned around to see a tree fall 
over right where he would have been standing if 
he had not turned around. 
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Stende, Latvia 
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Stende is a city in region of Talsi. 

Stende begun to take shape in 1901-1904th years 
when began to build Ventspils - Ribinska rail. 

This place is a village “Ren uciems” in 1925. City 
status since  in 1991. 

The city name comes from the name of the train 
station, which is named after the nearby Di!stende 
manor. 

The total area of the city - 4.5 km2. Population in 
2011. - 1732. 

Stende flag 
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HOW TO GET THERE 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 

Stendes railway station 

Stendes open-air 
stage 
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The center of Stende - flag area 

Stende in winter 
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But the main tourist attraction is ART 
- especially in our school, for us the heart 
of the city 

We offer a look at our school! Our staff of each season 
create nice presentation for school! They are stylized fir 
and calls in winter at school windovs. In spring, large, 
colorful butterflies and birds in cages! Why should it not 
street art ?! All this you can see people from the street! 

Spring flowers 

Art in fir 
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Our green class 

Bunnies in windows 
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Bells  
 and  
  snowflakes 

Art in Winter! 
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               Stylized fir 
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ONE DAY TRIP 
Walk by the city "School way". 

Since 1913 in Stende has been five schools. Each school for a 
short time has been located in another building, suitable for 
school needs. a real school building built in Stende only 
1934./1935. 
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We offer those interested with bikes or to walk this path - from 
the first, to the last school building school building. Walk will 
get acquainted with stands the city will meet its people and will 
be able to see the old houses. During the trip you will have to 
do tasks related to the natural environment - to collect a certain 
number of stones, flowers and other natural materials. When 
get at the destination - the current school, you will create a 
collage from the collected materials. 
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POPULAR SPORT TEAM 

Stendes mototrack has been running for 5 years. It was 
established in the place where the stock urban waste. It was 
founded the association "Cabinet Stand", which takes care of the 
track for practicing and organizing competitions.The club 
currently has 25 members from all Talsi.The track hosts regular 
training sessions and events. 

In May, there was Latvian Championship Cross Country 2nd 
stage race. June 11 will be Retro motocross series 3rd stage. 

Motorcycling 
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COOL PEOPLE 

Sarmite Gabula is a teacher. She worked et Stendes 
elementary school with children. She is knowledgeable 
and interesting person.Sarmite regularly exhibited in the 
social network "Draugiem.lv" photos with nature. She 
loves to travel around the native land. Their travels she 
shows the rest of society. So we get acquainted with a 
very beautiful places, interesting birds and beautiful 
nature.Sarmite like frogs. She has been collected in 
about 400 different sizes and types of frogs. 

Sarmite Gabula   
- natural observer and collector of frogs 
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WILDLIFE 

Stende is a green city 
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U#ice, Serbia ($%&'(, )*+&,-) 
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HOW TO GET THERE 

Uzice is town of 60 000 people in western Serbia. If you are 
coming from abroad, it is most likely you will come via 
Belgrade, the capital of Serbia. International airport, bus and 
train station are there. Important travel informations may be 
found on the links bellow: 

http://www.beg.aero/en/home 

http://www.bas.rs/basweb_eng/RedVoznje.aspx?lng=en 

http://www.srbvoz.rs/redvoznje.html 

To get from Belgrade to Uzice, we suggest you to take a bus. 
Generally, busses are more reliable than traines in Serbia. 
Timetable is available on: 

http://www.bas.rs/basweb_eng/RedVoznje.aspx?lng=en 
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HOW TO MOVE AROUND THE 
CITY 

Since Uzice is not a big city, it is our 
recommendation to walk around, as you will need 
up to 45 min from one end to another. Also, taxi is 
very cheap. 

For a single day trips, we suggest to use busses. Bus 
station is located just 3 min of walk from city 
center. 

! ! ! 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 
1. Old town (Stari grad) - medieval 
fortress 
First time was mentioned in the middle of 14th century, 
many times destroyed and rebuilt, finally abandoned in 
January 1863. 

It was built on a steep rock, unaccessable from 3 sides, and 
was very hard to conquer. 

View on the Old town fortress and Uzice 
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Old hidro power plant 

Old hidro power plant was built in 1900, it was the 
first in Europe built on Tesla's principles, just few years 
after one built at Niagarra Falls. Its official name was 
"Power plant Bellow the Town" 

Views on the Old hidro power plant from Old town fortress 
and from walking path by the river Djetinja 
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One of the first photos of the power plant 
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2. Main square and city center 

Uzice main square is a perfect place for concerts 
and to hangout during summer. 
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Monument  
of Nikola Tesla 

Church of St. 
George (crkva 
Svetog Djordja), 
built in 1844. 
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Uzice Grammar 
school, built in 
1838. 

Elementary musical 
school "Vojislav Lale 
Stefanovic" 
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Uzice theatre building 

Monument of 
J.B. Tito, 
lifetime 
president of 
former 
Yugoslavia 
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Two buildings of the Uzice National museum 
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3. Monuments of!traditional architecture 

House of Jokanovic 

House of Jokanovic is now a small museum with 
constant exhibition which represents the household 
of the higher class of the Serbian society in the late 
19th and early 20th century. It used to belong to 
Jokanovic family, one of the richest merchant families 
in Uzice at that time. 
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Church of St. Mark (crkva Svetog Marka) 

Old wooden Church of St. Mark (crkva Svetog Marka), 
built in 1828. Bell tower is 22m tall, from 1890. 

the interior of the 
church 
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NATURAL LANDMARK 

Djetinja canyon 

Djetinja - mountain river with crystal clear water. It runs 
from Tara mountain, through U!ice town and ends its 
journey close to Po!ega town where it forms Western 
Morava River. 
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Just 5 minutes of walk from U!ice center, there is a 
interesting, few kilometers long canyon. 

Today, this is a walking path, but it was the railroad 
tracks until early 1970`s 
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MURALS 
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A SONG ABOUT THE CITY 

“Moje Uzice” 

To listen to the song go to: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVa58WqdGQs 

! ! ! 
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SPECIALITIES OF LOCAL 
CUISINE 

Komplet lepinja 
(complete bun), 
something that is 
made only in Uzice, 
and has unique taste. 

Komplet lepinja  

Prsuta (Prshuta) is a 
traditional specialty, 
dried and smoked 
meat 

Prsuta 
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Plate with traditional aperitive 

Meals prepared in 
unique pottery dishes 

Kajmak is a milk spreading 
of specific taste, but also 
used as a spice for planty of 
meals 
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ONE DAY TRIPS 

Zlakusa: Terzica avlija ethno village and 
Potpec cave 

Zlakusa village is situated in Western Serbia, Zlatibor 
District. It is located in the River Djetinja Valley, beneath 
Gradina (altitude: 931m). Once a village populated by 
poor potters, today it is a major centre for the 
manufacture of the “Serbian style cookware” and 
European pottery, and for rural tourism in Serbia. 

Also, two things associated to this village are Terzica avlija 
ethno park and Potpec cave. 
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As a small ethno village, Ethno Park Terzica Avlija 
(Terzic’s Yard) represents an open-air as well as an 
indoor museum. It is a typical village household in 
the Uzice environs from the early 20th century, 
with old houses and a farmstead including a shed, a 
dairy, a well… 
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Cave entrance is the tallest in Balkans, about 60 m at 
the highest point. This cave is deep about 10km and 
tourists can see only 550 m.  
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Mokra gora and Drvengrad 

Even thuogh Drvengrad (built by famous director 
Emir Kusturica) is a touristic place, it is very 
charming.  
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This is a part of railway compslex "Sargansa 8" on 
Mokra Gora, which is famous for unique solutions of 
tunels and bridges in order to climb mountain peak. 
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Viterbo, Italy 
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Warsaw, Poland 
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 

Warsaw is a very interesting city with many tourist 
attractions. 

.   
   Every trip to Warsaw should 

start from the Old Town. 
There we can see the King’s 
Castle, the Column of 
Sigismund, the Cathedral of 
St. John’s and the Old Town 
Market, with the statue of a 
mermaid,"  the emblem of 
Warsaw.  

    Then we should continue our 
journey along Krakowskie 
Przedmie cie, one of the most 
beautiful streets in Warsaw. You will 
see there the President’s Palace and" 
the statue of Miko#aj Kopernik, a 
famous Polish astronomer. 
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The Center of Warsaw is 
also a place, where many 
events are organized. We 
can easily get there by 
underground. 

Then there is Nowy wiat- 
a well-known street with 
many shops and restaurants. 
At the end of this trip we 
will get to  the National 
Museum and the Center of 
Warsaw, with the Palace of 
Culture - the remaining  
after the communist system, 
that has now become one of 
the symbols of the capital.   
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There are of course other 
very interesting places in 
Warsaw. I recommend 
&azienki, one of the most 
beautiful parks in the city. 

Moreover, tourists should 
also see the National 
Stadium, built for Euro 
2012, one of the most 
modern in the world. 

Not far away from it , there is also the Copernicus 
Science Center and the Museum of Chopin – famous 
Polish composer. Finally, everybody should see the 
Museum of Warsaw Uprising, probably the most 
important event in the newest  history of the city. 
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HOW TO GET THERE 

The Heart of Poland, our beautiful city - Warsaw "can be reached 
by any kind of transportations: plane, train, bus or private car. 

by plane 
Most planes land at the Chopin Airport located about 10 km from 
city centre. To the city centre you can go by public transport (bus, 
train), taxi or car. 

Since 2013 you can reach Warsaw landing at Modlin Airport 
(about 35 km from Warsaw). To Warsaw you can travel by train, 
taxi, shuttle bus. 

by train 
There are 3 international railway stations in our city: Warszawa 
Wschodnia, Warszawa Zachodnia, Warszawa Centralna. Trains 
from all directions are stopping there so you can travel directly to 
the heart of our city. 

by coach 
If you travel by bus and finish your journey at Warszawa 
Zachodnia International Bus Station, you can switch to train, take 
a taxi or bus to get to other parts of Warsaw. 
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by car 
Situated in the heart of Europe, Warsaw is also easily 
accessible by road. 

 The main access roads to the Polish capital is to take one 
of four major European routes: 

• from the North: Route E77 (from Gda sk) 

• from the East: Route E67 (from Bia#ystok), route E30 
(from Terespol) 

• from the South: Route E67 (from Wroc#aw), route E77 
(from Kraków) 

• from the West: motorway A2 Route E30 (from 
Pozna ) 
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HOW TO MOVE AROUND THE 
CITY 
As in every city, Warsaw has plenty options to choose in 
case of means of transport. At The Capital we can pick up 
buses, trams, local trains, city bikes and subway too.  So 
if we wish to get somewhere, there are many ways to 
reach out “the spot”  … somehow. 

Let’s list potential pick’s : 26 tram lines, 250 buses daily 
lines and 43 night lines also 12 lines of Central Rail Ways 
(Warsaw Rail and Warsaw Suburb Rail), 2 subway lines 
and at last 204 docking siations with 3039 bikes  of City 
Bikes System –Veturilo, altogether  enwinding our city. 
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FUNNY/STRANGE/SPECIAL 
HOUSES 
Warsaw has very, very diverse architecture. 
Most of buildings are simple, regular, but there 
are some nice exceptions… 

First – When you travel 
to Warsaw by train, you 
can finish your journey 
on Warszawa Centralna 
railway station. 
This unique building in the middle of the city – 
established in 1975 – a bit like the traditional Japanese 
buildings. 
Just next to this train station we can go shopping to The 
Z#ote Tarasy mall (Golden Terraces). 

The central part of the 
Golden Terraces is covered 
with a huge glass roof, 
under which on several 
levels there are shopping 
malls and restaurants. 
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When we turn around we see the most visible building 
in Warsaw:       The Palace of Culture and Science 

Constructed in 1955 huge building 
doesn’t fit to surrounding modern 
architecture. This is the tallest 
building in Warsaw (237 meters). 
This one of the tallest buildings in 
Europe, contains a cinema,"  4 
theatres, 2 museums, lots of 
offices. 

Following from the train station in the direction of the 
Vistula you will see the building of the bank PKO BP. 
Because of its shape is called Rotunda. 

Built in 1966, the 
building attracts by 
its an interesting 
shape. 

The bank building was rebuilt in October 1979 after a 
gas explosion in February of the same year. 
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Of course you can find much more interesting buildings like 
for example PEKIN (“Beijing”) - the popular name of a 
residential building located in Warsawa Praga-South. 

The building has a total length of 1.5 km (with folds) 
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COOL SHOPS FOR YOUNG 
PEOPLE 
Warsaw is known for it's historical places, 
monuments, and beautiful parks. But tourists 
also come for Polish restaurants, cafees and 
shopping. 

Many shops and restaurants are situated in Nowy 
wiat street and in the center of Warsaw. 

A very popular Polish cafe is run by 
Polish family of BLIKLE. You can taste  
Polish specialities such as donuts, hot 
chocolate and coffee. 
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One of the best Polish restaurants is also situated 
nearby and is run by MAGDA GESSLER. You can taste 
a typical Polish dishes there - great pierogi, geese or 
bigos. 
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The places which are  also worth seeing is a 
manufacture of candies. You can not only buy them 
but you can also taste them and see how they are 
made. 
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The shop which is often visited by foreign tourists is 
CEPELIA. This shop offers folk art. Starting from 
dolls in regional clothes and ending on folk clothes, 
crockery and toys made of straw. 

There are also Polish shops selling shoes, clothes and 
accessories.  

Well-known Polish 
clothing brands are 
PRÓCHNIK, 
WÓLCZANKA, 
RESERVED, CROPP 
and VISTULA. 

As for shoes we have 
WOJAS and RY&KO. 
OCHNIK and 
JEDYNAK are known 
for their leather 
goods. 

Beautiful Polish 
jewellery can be bought 
at KRUK or APART.  
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WILDLIFE 
Warsaw is a really big city and it's unexpected that 
there is a lot of animals.  
But why do they want to live in that unpleasant 
place?  
Some of them  just want to find something to eat 
and in Warsaw there is much garbage.  
Others are here because they can easily find shelter.  

Here we have some photos of wild-life in our city: 

$   
a moose walking  
down the street – a 
photo taken last 
summer 

a pack of boars - 
quite a              # 
common view 
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birds 

woodpecker 

white-tailed Eagle  

seagull 

mammals 

deer 
hedgehog 
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A SONG ABOUT THE CITY 

Sen o Warszawie ( Dream About Warsaw ) by 
Czes"aw Niemen (the author of the music and the 
vocalist) and" Marek Gaszy ski (the lyrics). 

The song was written in 1966 and became a hit - as the 
songwriter Marek Gaszy ski said almost forty years 
later, after the death of Czes#aw Niemen. The song 
became an anthem of fans of the Legia Warsaw football 
club. It is also played at the start of the Warsaw 
Marathon. 

To listen to the song go to this internet address: 
https://youtu.be/LTzxqIRevB4 
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the lyrics 

IN POLISH 

Mam, tak samo jak ty, 
miasto moje, a w nim 
najpi kniejszy mój wiat, 
najpi kniejsze dni, 
zostawi#em tam kolorowe sny. 

Kiedy  zatrzymam czas 
i na skrzyd#ach jak ptak 
b d  lecia# co si# 
tam, gdzie moje sny 
i warszawskie kolorowe dni. 

Gdyby  ujrze  chcia#  
nadwi la ski wit, 
ju  dzi  wyruszaj ze mn  tam. 
Zobaczysz, jak  
przywita pi knie nas 
warszawski dzie . 

IN ENGLISH 

I got, just like you do 
my own city in wich 
there's my beautiful world 
most beautiful days 
I left there my colourful dreams 

One day I'll stop the time 
and I'll fly like a bird 
with all strength of my wings 
to where I'll find my dreams 
and Warsawian colourful days 

If you'd like to see 
dawn over Vistula 
let's set off today 
and you will see 
how we'll be greeted 
by a Warsawian day 
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Mam, tak samo jak ty, 
miasto moje, a w nim 
najpi kniejszy mój wiat, 
najpi kniejsze dni, 
zostawi#em tam kolorowe sny. 

Gdyby  ujrze  chcia#  
nadwi la ski wit, 
ju  dzi  wyruszaj ze mn  tam. 
Zobaczysz, jak przywita pi knie 
nas 
warszawski dzie , 
Zobaczysz, jak przywita pi knie 
nas 
warszawski dzie , 
warszawski dzie . 
warszawski dzie , 

I got, just like you do 
my own city in wich 
there's my beautiful world 
most beautiful days 
I left there my colourful 
dreams 

If you'd like to see 
dawn over Vistula 
let's set off today 
and you will see 
how we'll be greeted 
by a Warsawian day, 
and you will see 
how we'll be greeted 
Warsawian day 
Warsawian day 
Warsawian day 
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ONE  

DAY 

TRIPS 
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Praga district 

For a taste of something completely different from the glitz and 
concrete of down town Warsaw, head for this rundown, up and 
coming, once no-go zone. We might be being a bit harsh on 
Praga, situated in the eastern part of the city, but it is definitely 
worth a look. Boasting some of the oldest buildings in the city (it 
was left relatively in-tact after WWII), it is undergoing 
something of a renaissance right now. Where once it was 
considered unsafe for westerners, now it has a bubbling artsy 
undercurrent that soon promises to totally transform the district 
into a culture/café/nightlife hub. Having said that, there is no 
escaping the charm of this place. It’s not just the number of 
original buildings, which having been renovated, now house 
various galleries and the like, Praga has other, more unsuspected 
attractions like its lovely Skaryszewski and Praski parks where 
you can take in open-air concerts, admire some sculpture or 
simply wander and soak it all up. It is true that Praga  is 
changing. See it now and enjoy the rough edges mixed and 
mashed with the smoother ones. If you are looking for a polar 
opposite to the chocolate-boxy loveliness of the OT, Praga has 
everything and more.  
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Jewish Warsaw 

Today Warsaw is a city that has shrugged off its dour grey 
reputation and replaced it with something  much more desirable 
– a city you want to spend time exploring. The city’s history is 
partly responsible for this, being both intriguing and tragic. One 
chapter that has both those elements is to be found in the Jewish 
district. After total destruction of these neighborhoods in 1943, 
they were never rebuilt and only traces remain. Made up of 
monuments, gravestones and empty lots where Jewish institutes 
once stood, this fundamental part of Warsaw’s history still 
lingers in the mind and is worth exploring. A good place to start 
is the Jewish Historical Institute nearby Plac Bankowy. This 
educational centre shares the rich culture of Jewish Poland 
through archive material, documents and photos. Namely 
among them is the Ringelblum Archive, a staggering first-hand 
account of life in the infamous ghetto which is now considered 
the definitive text of the period of German occupation. Traces of 
Jewish Warsaw are to be found all over the city. A little 
exploring will result in a somber but fascinating experience 
unearthing some of this city’s chequered past. 
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Chopin’s Warsaw 

Warsaw has plenty of top-drawer museums and this one, paying 
homage to the city’s most famous son, is a rewarding distraction 
and a pleasant reminder that ‘culture’ doesn’t have to be boring. 
Completely renovated and revamped to mark his 200th birthday 
in 2010, the Chopin Museum succeeds in bringing its subject to 
life through a marvelous array of innovation. Follow different 
routes and commentaries brought to life through the senses of 
sight, sound and smell. Walk the streets of 19th century Warsaw 
or Chopin’s Paris and feel immersed in the great man’s time and 
space. It’s not all modern-day museum trickery. Some of the 
most important artifacts and memorabilia have been lovingly 
assembled and presented including original manuscripts and 
printed works as well as photos and early recordings. By 
recreating different aspects of the life of Chopin this museum 
will appeal to both the hardcore Chopin fan and the merely 
interested. Added to all this are the piano recitals that are held 
in the museum that add a touch of extra  colour to this sensory 
experience. 
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Warsaw Rising  
Museum 

The Uprising of 1944 is remembered as a historic event 
that highlighted the struggle and determination of a 
crushed population against its occupiers. It was the biggest 
rebellion of its kind and came at a terrible cost of life and 
destruction. Today, its significance is not forgotten and no 
visit to Warsaw would be complete without a trip to this 
jaw-dropping installation. The Museum, opened in 2004 in 
an old tram power station, takes the visitor on a truly 
interactive journey from pre-Uprising occupation, 
culminating in a state-of-the-art 3D aerial film of the total 
destruction of the city. The feel of the place is totally 
absorbing thanks to the amount of detail and exhibits that 
vie for your attention. Follow the steel monument time 
line that rips straight through the floors of each level to 
the Peace Garden on the roof, where you can see the 
Memorial Wall and the names over the 10,000 that 
perished. The whole experience results in a memorable 
addition to any itinerary.  
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Copernicus  
Science Centre 

When you have had enough of shopping, architecture or just 
want something different, you could do much worse than 
spending a totally absorbing half a day at the Copernicus 
Science Centre. This place was opened in 2010 as a result of 
open-air science picnics where you could munch on your 
ham sandwich while meddling with the laws of physics. And a 
good thing it was too. For this place is a haven for anyone 
with a passing interest in all things scientific. First 
impressions are space-age as the building, sitting on the banks 
of the Vistula, could be a setting for a modern Dr Who story. 
But the real excitement is inside. What better way to start 
than interacting with a talking robot before you explore the 5 
experiment areas that cover a wealth of scientific whizz and 
bang. You will not be short of ideas of what to look at next as 
there really is something for everyone and all ages (including 
preschool children). As science museums go, this one is right 
up there in a button-pushing, interactive age of low boredom 
thresholds. Check ticket availability first to avoid 
disappointment.  
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